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Justice .Scalia Delivers Firs't ...Schulman Lecture
'f

by Kevin O'Hare and
Sally Weinbrom.'
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wiisinreality.an.'afterlhought;
SupremeCourtJu~tices
are draw~
generated
the
most
student
from. the same fabric of society
,-,comment, of'those questions asked
that spawns the.j.cases:
heard
Supreme Court Justice-Antonin
about his speech.
To make his
before the Court.
.
Scalia brought his personal brand,
point, the Justice read, parts of
From the opening minutes of '
.of humor and higli spirits to the
the Soviet Bill of Rights pointing
the question answer session, it
NLC in his enrichment, series
'out that the rights conferred by
was Quite clear that students had
.presentation,
entitled
"The
the Soviets including
freedom
other questions on -.their' minds
Constitution, The People and the
from
unwarranted
government
than inquiries about the constituCourt" on February
1.7. The
search and seizure, and. freedom
tion .. .It was equally clear that
lecture was the first- Schulman
of religion and <speech~ were
Justice Scalia planned to honor
lecture, .:an endowed series of
'much more clearly defined In that
Court
rules and not discuss
talks 'bY prominent members of."
document than the rights allowed
politically
sensitive
issues or
the
legal community.
'Mr.:
Americans
under
the
,U.S.
matters
currently
before
the
Schulman is an NLCalumnus.
.
Constitution.
court.
Because of strict limitations on '
. "The fourth amendment and the'
"To the first question about the
the justices'
public comments,
first . amendment.
are
pretty
Chief Justice's directive to refuse
many
issues
are
taboo
for
skimpy," he said... "The Bill of
all 'stays of execution,
Scalia:
discussion. "Nevertheless,
Justice
Rights has value only if .. the
refused to respond. However, in,
Scalia's remarks were enjoyable;
otfier-sections of government are
the second
question
to the
however, particularly memorable
'~l1ere . to .provrde.,. against
the
justice,
the student
inquired,
to most students ,in attendance.
ineradicable lust for power .. '.
whether
Scalia . viewed
the
were his abrupt
responses to '.
[It] represents the, (ruits, not the
current Court attitudes about the
student questions .during apost->;
roo!s of the constitutionar rtree.
death . penalty
as a "minor
presentation question and answer .'
It IS the structural.t-hum
idrum,
deviation" similar to the 1930's
session.
•
provision
balancing"
ambition'
-Court adherence
to the .old
Scalia opened .'his. talk with
against ambitionthaf
makes the
substantive due process doctrine.
high praise to the uniqueness of
paper promises a livingireality,"
in its Lochnerv.
New York
the American Constitution.
He
he added.'
.. ,
.
decision.
.
pointed out. that America, unlike ...Finally,'
Scalia.r-vnoted
the
. Jpstice. Scalia
responded
py
any. otl].er· country, .is bound .by ..
'ela;sti~ity of the document. '., He,
saying "That has zero to do with .
ItS be!Ief ~n certain.i.principals
.,
pointed _.to Mc:Cl!rthyism-' andwha~
.I. said, in' . my .speech,"
embodied 'mthe
constitution.
other" SOCIal deviations" as ''proof
Scalia noted he had addressed the .
Further, he noted the durability
of 'the constitution's
resiliency,".
modern
interpretation
of the
_" of.th~,.
dOCUIneD!.~.. HIL was....;~,. '... _7.",_"
.~'-='"
'--"_".,'"
.~TheGol.!!Lca~tand....ag1\inst..tJie.-....-,.comm~clause.
-r.ather-~than'patttcularlystruck
:DTthe Tact
. week, from mld~aY,fo
mla ·.·(lIst.ortIon ~or understanchng ~nd'
substantive due process.
The
that.: though
whIle
Europe,
Septe~berto,develope
ad~cu::r
agaInst ,the 'excesses ,oLsoclety
candor with which he responded
'partIculat:ly Italy,. has a,m~ch\.
;ment?heask~4
.. '
;', .. '"
but cant ~tandaway.from
new
to the
question
cowea
the'
longer. hIstory than the:'UDlted~,,~
.. Jus~Ice Scaha ~ observatIon. that .... und~rstand.Ings
.anp
thought."
audience for thirty seconds: .
States, no European government
Aptenca!1 attentIon. to the.BIUqf,-.,Scaha
"attn1?utedthlsfeature
of
'
""'1
can boast as consistent a form of
,Rlghts,Isparadoxlcal,:sInce'
It ",thtL ..,.court,cto> thefac!.
that'"'"!''':'''
""',."., .Go To Page 2,' Col •. 3,
t~.
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government.
" Part qf ,the ,r~asqn
for the
.~constl~utl0n.s continuing. place" in
'. Amenc~mgovernment:
according.
.jo Scalia, was . the unique nature '
of.
its.
devisement, , almost,
providential.'
"Where else has
power been established by four
weeks of erudite and experienced
«politicians meeting for five to six.
hours a 'day; five to six days a
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~D.C.·Bar RequlrelDents: "
-May Change.

'1;.;,'~L:0'>

; interest to Jaw '·students· planning.
'~'~", :to p'ractice
in
the
District~
SpeCIfically, the, Committee has
If you're planning on practicing' .' . ; addressed. the .. rules
governing
in D;C; ,but think you'l take,the
admission' on motion and '.the
Pennsylvania bar and just waive'
requirement: or lack thereof,' of
, in, you might want to.' think
the
MultI-state
Professional
again. If the D.C. bar-appointed'
Responsibility Exam (M.pRE).
Bar
Admission·
Rules
StudY'
The / _rulesgoverDlng:
the
Committee has its way the waiveadmission .to' the D.C. .bar on
in option may lose its appeal for
motion have received the most
many,
.
attention, ., and . ,.the.
changes
. Tlie
Committee
issued
proposed could dramatically alter
preli.m~nary report .on its study of
. election of the waive-in option ..
'admISSIons ,requIrements
on
Traditionally,
admission
to the
January 15, 1988, but it was not
D.C. bar on motion has been,
the· first. group to look at· the
freely. granted although, over the
issue. "·In December
1985 .. the
years\ the rules have .changed.
D.C. Court of Appeals apPOInted
slightly. From 1972 to 1978 the
a Special Advisory Committee for
waIve-in
option' J?rovided. for
Review
of
toe
Admissions
admission' oli motIon for' any
Process, later known as the Kay
,member' in good. standing' of .any'
Committee, after its 'chairman~'"
other .bar who had. either five
The Kay Committee issued several.
year of practice' in .that jurisdic~
recoptl!1endations. for changi~g
..
tion or had attained .a passing
admISSIOns reqUIrements... TheIr
score .on·. the- bar, of . the' state ..
report
incorporated
several ..
In 1978 the rule~ were. changed
recommendations made earlier by . '
with . respect
to the
second
the Bar's Standing Committee' on
'option." Waive-in' with.a· passing
Admissions regarding,' changes' toscore was only allowed if. the'
D. C. .Code Rule 46, .which '
exam was taken in:a jurisdiction
pertains
to . admissions.'
For
that would allow waive-in. from
reasons not entirely clear, the.
the D.C. bar. examination. . This
President
for
the D.C. Bar
requirement of reciprocity was' a
appointed another committee to
first step in the tightening ,0C
investigate these issues, and it is .
,
this committee's
report " .that)s
'" the requIrements.
In t 9&3.. Rule 46· was further
currently under conSIderatIOn. "'''.''
, amended
to require a score of
The. recommendations
of' this;
133 or better on the multi.::.state':'
Committee on Admissions, and of
bar exam"<MBE):Additipnally',~:.
the Kay Committee, arenume~
.' _Go To ,Page ,14, Col. 1::, ,
rous, .but ,.several are of. special,
by CeCe Ibson ,(.
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v~ptSlliithBrings Night.
Student/Concerns to .SBA
by working dUrIng'the day: are
hIndered from obtaining financial
aid because they earn more than
financial aid allows. He intends
to convince the administration.
.
that those evening students who
have a demonstrated
financial
need are entitled to financial aid.
, ""By and large, night students
.."..·have a much more dI,fficult time

Amonz
the victors, in the
rec~nt SBA elec~ion w~ Randy'
SmIth, elected VIce PreSIdent for
Night Students. Although he was
only just elected,
Randy has
already formulated an extensive
agenda 'of tasks he would like to
see accomplished
during
.his
.tenure.'.
"I suppose my major' goal' is to
work effectively
witli' Wayne
Arden and Paul Henry, and, of
c01!rse, the other SBArepres~ntatIve~, .
Only
by 'work~ng
together can we make the com1D~
_ yea.r as productive. as possible,
SmIth· explained.
Smith, .is
mindful
of
his
constituency-he plans on
promoting programs which will
serve. to enhance the law school
for night students as well as day
ter
students.
aid·
.tha.n
day
. "I plan on' promoting
the
students,
night students
evening -- after 7:40 p.m., ·that .is
are branded. as students
who
, --"' asa
better time for student
don't' need the money. In many
organizations ,. to
hold
their
cases that's -just not. so.
In
meetings.'
This way. evening
.many cases, night students need
students will be; able to parthe money a ..whole .lot more,"
ticipate,"'
Smith
said, adding,
Smith explained.
"4:15 p:m. is not, a realistic time
, " Smith :has, been quite pleased
for events .because many evening
with .the
student·· committee
students cannot attend."
'
recently created to aid in the.
. Smith is disturbed that It is
appointment ora new dean. He
often much more difficult for an
was pleased because the commit. eyening stpdents .to .'qualify. for
.. tee. was made up of "representafmanclal aId than' a day student ;.
whiclt, included
, Smith
contendS
that
evening . ·~ti~e.:students,"
students, man¥who. earn salaries
,...
~',' ·..Go ToPaget.1".(:01.
~'
.. ~~
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EDITORIALS
Waive-In Option
The District of Columbia: Bar is once agalnconsidei'ing
changes in its waive-in provision. While the Bar's concern for the
level of practice among. attorneys in D.C. is understandable and
laudable, there are a number of reasons why a change: rn ' the
waive-in option is both unwise and unnecessary.
.'
.
The waive-in option reflects the nature of the legal-practice
in D.C. It is typical that young attorneys wishing to practice in
D.C. come from other states, and many. are from states m the
region. Often they wish to practice law in D.C. for several years;
ana then return to their home state.
Others wish to practice in
both D.C. and their home state.
This is particularly
true' of
attorneys in northern Virginia and suburban Maryland. ' Since so
many D.C. attorneys have ties to other' states, why not continue to
, make it convenient for them to practice in both the state 'and the
District of Columbia?'
.
.
~
. Furthermore, the current minimum Multistate Bar Exam (MBE)
score for waiver .into D.C. is 133. With an MBE score of 135....
94.5% of D.C. bar takers pass the exam based on both MBEano
essay .. The D.C. Bar Admission RulesCommittee
recommends raising
the mnumum MBE score for warve-rn to 145. A score of 145 for' ,
D.C. bar exam takers assures a 99.8% passage rate, only . 4.3% ",'
higher. The current minimum MBE score-already assu.res that the.
candidate would most likely have passed the D.C. bar exam .. The""
current provrsion already meets the D.C. Bar's goal of. assuring a '.
high level of practIce;,
.'
...,.'
.."
.'
. The current waive-in option contributes-much
to the practice
of law in D.C.: It assures that, a young" vibrant, diverse bar will
continue to. serve in the many facets oT the legal practice, in the
nation'scapitol,
.'
.,..
'
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GWOSA

Congratulations
Raffi' Terzian, Jon Kessler and all other
winning candidates in the GWUSA elections.
With the winning
votes come commensurate responsibilities that we are confident you i
will exercise to the best of your ability.
.
..,<,
.'..•..
To Raffi: You come into the presidency at a time when change""in the fornl' of a new university president and anew law school'
dean is coming to GW. We hope these adniinistrative'changes'will
a150 J!lean changes i~ the manner in which the campus admmistra'
tIon IS run.
Appomtment
of one or'Illore
law students to the::~,
executive cabinet would be a'step toward consolidating relations<·(:
between. t.he l!lw school and the. undergraduate·; student body, an;~,
area defiCient m the past.
' ".
To Jon: Also in the past, the Senate proceeding,.shave
been<'
marked by infighting.
Your task is to cease such ineffectual time'
wasting in order to perform the Senate's true functions: .passage of.
meaningful
resolutions
to enhance student. life and eqUItable
distribution of student funds. Equitable distribution includes a fair
shake for the law school, which to date, has been deprived of its
true share of student activity funds. .
Opening_overtures
between the new SBA administration .and·
the J!.ew qWUS.A administration bode well for.a.n improved working
relatIOnship thIS year.
Take the opportunIty to enhance those
',' overtures to make a bet~er university for both, undergraduate'
,
students and law students ahRe.
'.
-'.
c'"

1

Elizabeth H. MacGregor
_Editor-in-Chief
.
CeCelia C. Ibson
Peter Most
Sail)' Weinbrom
. Editors
. David Koman
Production, Editor
,
Bill Koch
.. Business Manager .
Kenneth W. Brothers
,STA

'~unethicar' about making a profit?
, To make a high salary. one must .
',serve
the interests
of others.
'Why
is it that self-interest
is so
.; attacked
in a society founded'
.
'upon the' idea that each person
Miss MacGregor, should I begin
has an inalienable right to life,,'
with a defense to .your diaphan'liberty,
and. the
pursuit
01
ous personal 'attack or should I·
happiness?
The' wealth of.' this .
. defend the merits of my ideas?
-.great nation. is based upon the
That was the . question : which
. vision of those who seek nothing
came to mind while reading your
more than as much profit as
innaccurate [sic], . self-righteous
,humanly
possible.
Self interest
article.,
To, breakwitli
your'.
can make the NLCa
,top-20
precedent
I will .:start by con- 'school.
-.
' .
sideringmy ideas. '.
',
First, I"did not propose free
housing for top students.
I did
suggest a. housing option.
If you
had spoken to me you would have
. .Will's Bigotry
known this.
"....
'
Second, your-statement
'that' I.
desired. an end to
minority
To the Editor:
recruitment made me sound like
Bull Conner .. 1 believe the NLC .
should recruit based upon-colcr-,
On Sunday Evening, February
blind standards.
The bleeding
14, 1 witnessed
the most dis-.'
·hearts '.,.who .:. think
minority'
graceful - display
of journalism
'candidates
could. not enter the
that I have ever seen.
I was
NLC based upon this type. of·
watching'
Howard
Cossell's
analysis are" subtle racists.' They
,"Speaking
of Everything."
The
believe the economically rdisad-v.
,guests were' Sam Donaldson and
vantaged
of" today
can
not,
GeorgeF.
Will, Jr. and the topic.
overcome the barriers which the
was the power of the media over
·European .imigrants [sic] of the
the public.
.
,
pa t b k th
h
thei
For most of ' the show the
s
fO e
roug
op
err
own.
discussion
was"
I'ntellI'~ent
.and
" Thud, why are uncentives to
law. firms
which-coffer
NLC
thought provoking.
he topic
students, positions as first year
then turned to coverage
of a
summer
. associates
considered ,single
individual living in poverty
bribery while loan -foregiveness
as shown on a broadcast versus
[sic] to entice people to enter
the non-appearance
of all of the'
government jobs is not?
Could
working
individuals,
whose
not those desiring 'public sector
accomplishments
regularly
, go
employment work. in the' private
' unreported.
'
. sector untiL they pay offtJleir
When Mr.' Will referred· to an
loans? And why grant foreglveindividual
who was placed in
ness rsic] to attorneys who work
'poverty
and was there through
for tbe government.untiltheir
no fault of his own.J. he did so 1)1'
loans are paid; off, only to enter
stating\-. "when 0N.t;. OF THOSE
the private se.ctor following the
LITTL.r. URCHINS .. .':
Torepayment penod. , "
.
..'
compare a human 'being' to an '
, A~ _~o .•' our,' Qrofessors
[sicl
URCHIN is to desensitize yourself
!JlentIonmgof
wmdowspace,
I
to the ,suffering and pain caused
, mterpreted. hIS words to convey
,by that individual's circumstance.
•
that the NLC could attract. better
For examplel·thelOSS
of an
professors
more . easily . if the
URCHIN's
ife
is
far
less
benifits Wc] of his tenure were
significant
then the loss' of a'
enhancea.
. Face facts, the best human life.
,
, professors have strong egos.Would
. Mr.
Will has expressed
a
you rather be taught by someone,'
. caJJousness and bigotry that is
,
with an inferiority complex?
To
.seminiscent
of
Jiinmy
The
,
attract,
professors'
wlio
could
"Greeks's
analysis
of
black
produce better lawyers the NLC
athletes
and
proQe~ breeding ...:
needs .toseriously
consider the
'CBS fired Jimmy for his verbal
. ~
knowing advice of one of' its
gaff;.
ABC. should at the very
,
own.
."
.-;~
feast put Mr. Will in a position
.
As to the satire'of
my ideas,
~here. !teo must acknowleoge" the "
if the NLC ,were to cut the classmSenSltIVIty
he has shown.
.:
m half following each semester
.....People are people, not' more, ,
than fsicl
only" 1/64 of the
not .Iess and to compare'
or
original crass ,would remain, not
contras.tthem
i~ such a \yay as'
1/32 as you stated.
Yet as you
to demgrate theuvery
eXistence
do not mind mediocrity
at the
' is
to J disgrace.
oneself
and,
NLC it is doubtful you care about,
humanity generally.
'
your own.
c,
In
'conclusion,
whaf.
Howard J. Schechter,
, " ... , " . .
.'
2L
"su-";'b~je';;"'ct';"'iv--e-.
-st-a--nd-a-rd-.
-. ':"'-R-a-th':"er-,
, From Page 1,
......,
,~Scalia stated that modern judges
Scalia. than >quipped, "Are ·you· .,
must consider what the words of·
all afraId' to' ask another ques-' '. ' the constitution
meant at the'
tion'?" .. ..'
"
.
'.
time the document was written in
" In the 'first question' he could
order to devise a true interpreta-'
an~wer" Scalia' prognosticated. that .,
tion. Scalia suggested perusal of
· Michael Dukkakis would. win in
the
Federal
Papers . including
,;New Hampshire primary drawing a
,those
by John Jay who was not a laugh 'from the crowd. In a more.'
framer~ in order to discern what '
senous
.." discussion,
"Scalia
. the intelligent member of society
, 'responded to an inquiry regarding
was thinkmg at the time/
'
,the
val\!e of jydiql~l. review
Again, in his answers, Scalia
· .commentmg that ludlcJaI 'reVlew
emphasized his reverence for the
is the "last line of defense" and
Constitution
noting.
that . the
therefore should be avoided since
value
of
the
Constitutional
sometimes the~limits to what is
structure
is reflected
in', its
leg~lly permissible
shouldn't
be
ability
to receive
and· absorb
defmed too clearly. .
'
shocks or 200 years "even to
As to " whetlier
this
view'
almost sustaining
the impeach. 90rresponde~to
,the
framer's
ment
of the chief
executive
, .~ntent, . Scaha. r,~sponded that he
officer
with no successor that
".gave nOf a fll~ for the framer's
had
been
popularly
elected .
mtent smcemtent
is such a
Thus, Scalia added "It is not a
.
r',
Go To Page 3, Col. 2.
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" ,

by DaveWolcfeatures:a

"refinancing" of one's
(the
summer
and
Bradwell ",~ ''':As'a,
law school with a public
~ont!lly'
payments,
and actual
fellowships)
to aid students in' --. service
'reputation,
we
are
A' lot of mud has: been •slung:,;; ." forgiveness" .of debtfoll.owing .an"
exploring public int~r~s! careers..shoot!ng
ourselves inJhe foot by
recently .. about ' the .".NLC's::
,"extended periodof
public service- < Beyond
these
actlvltt.e~1" the.."
".al.low1Og wealt..h to triumph over
apparent dlsplaceptent by the "top .- :).,work.
'," These •programs
h~ve,..
NL<;:'s location in the "Nat.ion's,
"wHL >: ~hat' is. more, we .are'
twenty." ,Evlde~tly',
the,,'.>. developed at an ever-jncreasmgv.
Capitol-vthe seat of our nationalv v> 10s1Og SIght '''''''of our
ethical
November '2,1987
Issue ofCl.S.:c;rate
10 the last two decades
rn::
government
and the- heart of',e·obligation
asa
professional
News and Wo.rld R.epor.tProm, pted ....
,". response to .b,
.:oth.,t.he proh.ibiti.ve .'
public
interest
le.8al work--.
community to provide affordable
this chronic.cause
for concern to' !'," costs of the nation's .best law,
attracts studentsiwilh
a strong «: services to those in need.
As
rise to the \level. of ..com1]1unity·..
schools and 'the growing . and'
desir~ to serve the public, '
. '. prospective
. members
of
the
debate once agalO... .Putting to.
unmetneed
.'for' affordable legal
. Whde all these factors help to . profession,
'.'we:--all~. have~--aone side the relevance of these . " services.
;'
_
encourage public. service· work, .
. .. ",
.,
.'
surveys to. the actual quality of:'
Of the" top twenty" schools
.none deal with the harsh reality.
respqnslblhty.
for
encouragmg
legal education, I have observed
(as ranked by the U.S. News and _
of student debt burdens. Recent
pUbh.c . serVIce work and for
,.
- '
World Rellort 'survey), fourteen
survey data collected by the Loan
pro~IdlOg ~. affordable'
legal
have loan forgiveness programs in
Forgiveness/Task
Force (LFTF)'
,servIces .. At .the very least, \\;'e
.
..__
_
_
.~;:~ :~_:>place,
and_one
more", has _ a
indIcates that 'a solid third. of the
~:must asSIst I.n rna.kIng publIC
..,-__ -=--....---=~~-.,,.-_-..;."
p.roposalpending.
The remaining
entering class aspire ·to ~ublic
serYlce work a VIable career
in my three.years
here' a true
fIve
are' state
law ,schools,
service work.' The impossIbility
op,tIs>n for thqse st~dents who are
institutional'
"Identity
crisis" at
.a.waiting, the- passage of )egisla- ~
'of repaying
stag'gering student
wdhng but flOa~clally unable to
the NLC. All .sorts of remedies
,tlOn whIch would prOVide for
loans on low-income
salaries,
make such a chOIce. :,'"
.'
have been Qroposed -frommore
....•....
such programs.
Our two local
however, deters many. of these
.' The power needed to el~v!lte
faculty
office
windows,'
to ',':.' rivals for "toptwe~ty"
.spots,
same students
from seriously
the. NLC to a top-notch pOSItIon
cosmetic improvern.ents upon this ,•. , Georgetown
andUfilverslty
of
cons,idering a, career in public
IS m the. hands of all. s~udeI!ts,
great box in which we live out "Yirginia,xeqentlyupgraded
their
serVIce.
L~ss than on~ percent·
faculty,
and
admlfilstratJs>n
our day-to day encounters with '· .. ,alreadyexlstIng
programs.
.
of the tYPlcalgraduatlOg
class
: members whs> take our commltthe law •. Without questioning the .•
But the NLC need not conform
ends up actually
taking such
: men~ to se.rvmg the need~ of the
validity. oLany
one of these
for . conformity's
sake.
This.
work.
Thoug!t . other. factors
. pubhc seno~sly. "AdoptIon and
suggestions, I would like to put
school has a strong history and'
undoubtedly
fIgure.
m
one
' Impl~mentatlOn
of.
a
loan
forth a proposal that I believe,
solid reputation of public service
conclusion IS clear: the reality of
forgIveness
program . would
".
. . .. .' h .' NL''C'
I"
I
debt deters students who would
dem9n~trate that commItment as
goes .to the very heart ofoui-, ..actlvlty.
T e',
s·' c lfilca
otherwise aspire to public servl'ce
. a pnontY-,~no.t merely a "charitaIdentltY'b~sl;a Iaw sc h 0hOIa' nd .odur/
programs, ".some', of the most
·work.
.'.
ble contnbutIOn." '. Indeed, the
responsl I ItytOa
.renewal
t e
wIer·....
community:
• and i"J ex t"enSIve m th e coun t ry, prOVl'd e
Of . course, it is no secret that
. NLC's identity is predicated on
reinforcement
of our school's;""
pro bono services for diose in
many NLC students have no
; more
than
just
"charitable,
.
".
need.
and" valuable..
clinical
f'
. I
.
At
contributions"
I bel'
't'
commItment
to puphc
servIce"
'.'.'.trat'nl·ng.', for .....
,'. NLC .' students.
lOanCIa wornes. - . present, a'
.'.
".
.'
!eve 1, IS
I I Vol k th
hit
".'
full third of us have no debt
'. fumly . rooted 10 a hIstory and
~ga
0fr
roug
Imp emen a- '"Diverse
'course offerings in areas·
burde. n upo.n graduat.ion.· As a " repu;tatton
f.or making .pub.lic.
tlO~ 0,
a
loan,' repayment;·,
of public law such as·· labor .
d
I
aSSIstance program.,.
'...
environmental
and interna.tional'
community,' however, we are that
servIce. a. pnmaH
at). pnnclpa
SUCh, ,pro~ram~"
'.' pqpularl:r. .... :.,support a com.'m.itment to the us.e
much poorer for being unable to
r~spo.nslblhty.
he Imple~entaknown. ·as
. loan, forglv~ness,
:- o.f legal .•tramm&.. beyond tra.dlrealistically
etrcourage.
public
tIon
of. a loan
forgiveness
programs, areexpre.s~IY deSIgned,. ,,",,:t1onal " law . fIrm .... practIce.
service work for those who must
program IS more than a characto ~ncourage-:-not
Slm~IY make,','
Additionally
a, continuing
core.'..
borrow.
~have
no· doubt that
teri~tic: of a "top twenty" ~chool
Possf~ble--Iegal work
or,no~-<:J'
group of students helps keep the
oufrf apPl!chantl
PI9f°.1
d' alrdeadY~~r,It
i~e~htoynceaSanaexpPrroefsesslsol·n
pro.lt, governmen!;.a. nd.aca.d.eml,c •."..' spirit .of public, service work
su, .ers. H.lg y qua 1 Ie. stu e~ts
community and a realization of
mst~tutIOns. " TPIS objectIve
IS', \; alive. The Equal Justice
.
WIth a desue to qo pubhc serVIce
.
reahzed bymakmgstudentdebt.,·;:.."'-'...I:oundation
(EJF) offers ,ed,uca- 'O;,.:/.work are m~re h.kelY to opt/or.
'gg~~~~fyn~"hI~R' wtg si~:e. wider
burdens manage~ble."
All, suc.h;
'tlOnal prograrn.s; as' well as grants:
George"town, UV A~ or ot~er: t9p',
programs~; .. contalIl;,Lt'!VO "'i'baslc'.
.,,'
"."
+,
.,.,.'
twenty schoolsi,·{;"l.,>,:·,::, ..:lt'''·''··'
""",,!~
•• '/f'
.. ':~
- '. "
I:,

"

. '.'.'
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,t"
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p.-~-~.~':;'+~
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_
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........-.

yea~s 0Id1~:I'm' also' believer in:" "'Tnivolta how. to really.shake
it.:
"no chance ·at :all. It,was utterly:':
good omens. It had to be more,
., In~te~d, . I was fqrced, :to learn'
,gut wrenching to learn that all ,.
'.'
.'
c;( Ythan
a coincidence
that Scott
',' thIS 1Otncate, ScottIsh HIghlander
'those
dancing lessons ,that. -my"
by Sc~it Ives ,1;':',
.',;'/',,'Ivesand
tv1ichael J~ckson.were·
tw~ . step,whi!e,simultaneously'
,,~~t~~u:h~,velm,;~or~~e~~l~~~ri
''.'
'
".
both strutt10g and shlmmy10g on
t:eclt1O~ a lotanthmchart.
Ot at
micro-second.
cha-cha-cha.
I 'was :rumaging through' some
st.age during the same wee,k. To
leas! t at's
ow ~t felt., I was'
nurn.ber, most of which I danced, ..
boxes in: my basement last week
dls-p-ense WIth further' budd-up,
ternble.
,SandWIched between
be.hind the left win~ curtain.,
:
suffice
it .to
say that' I was·
guys who had the geographic,
Ad"
W II h
and I ..came 'across' one marked.
.
d th t ft
d btl
advantage of be'ng b
th
n .my s1Og1Og. . e w en ,
"Summer 1983;" I opened it up .. conv1Oce
. a a er my e u,
'1
." orn on
e
Eric Dorf (Herr Duector) realized "
and' discovered my. ego .. It was a,( .would '.be .the toast of the town,
Island wearing spandex. and .guys
the breadth of my octaves, he
little musty and sliglitly'deflated,
..••....
and that every. woman in the law..
. who had· partakenlOltquid
bookcased me between four big,
•but it was nevertheless .recog-'
.schooL would be cornering me in.'
courage .. and were consequently
nizable.
Yes, for those of you'
the Lexis
room
and making·'
lettmg It all hang out, I just had
Go 'fo Page 12, Col. 1
who know me,' I must admit that
..
tion, . At the beginning ..of his
I have not always been the quiet, .
.
talk he noted that he had spoken
unassuming person that I appear:·
From Page 2
to '.a much less crowded room
Everyone has that. one specialquesttonofhow
long it' has
when he was at GW the previous
~'golden year."
For. me it was
lasted
but, how long it has
. ·year "before I was anybody."
1983 .-- the year that I was a
preserved rights and liberties.
I
When asked if he, felt he had
beach lifeguard. in Ocean Ci.ty;'
think we have done that to a
written any famous opinions yet
Maryland.
Sltt10g there, holdmg
great degree."
.
he
responded,
"I'm
sav10g
my deflated ego smelling of salt
In more personal notes giving
myself." Besides.. he added that
water, I thought back to those
insight to the inter workings of
many. things go lOto a memorable
pre..:.law school days when I could
the current
court, Scalia said
decision, like a good name. "You
do no wrong .. The days when I
. that his only advice to the new.
would never see a famous case
was tan, in shape, and could
Justice Kennedy
would be the
named Smith V. K'unk," he said.
actually see over my . stomach.,
same advice given by Ambassador
Scalia· certainly
hasmade'-a
The days when I would grow
Talleyrand .to a young diplomat
good name for hImself. When he
weary of my pre-pubescent
fan
.. "Never stand when 'you can sit
spoke here four years ago after'
club, clustenng' around my stand
and go to the bathroom as much
his recent appointment
to the'
with their instamatics, and in my
as "possible."
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals.·,best Garbo voice exclaim "No
Scalia also' noted that he is.
'He' has had
extensive
legal
more pictures today!'"
.'
Author
playing
displeased by the court's lack of
experience
in private practice;
As I sat in my basement
Prof. Jim Brown
discussion about cases.
"Judges
government practice and acadereminiscing, I decided what the
without need of
'don't
conference
on cases "he
mia..
After receiving his J.D:
hell, I'd' Join the Law Revue
dd'
(b)
said. "I don't like that. Maybe
from Harvard .in 1960, Scalia
Show. I ,figured .that by joining'
pa 109. a ore
it's because I'm new or maybe its
'entered
private practice.
He
the Show I could take this poor,
in glory days as
because I'm right."
'"
followed that wIth a teaching
trodden-upon
ego and massage it,
b
h l"f
d
However, Scalia said he did not
stint at University
of Virginia
to heights;-that It had not known.'
(l~~~) ~ I eguar. 'support
establishment of another
-and University of Chicago.
His
for five years.
And of course, i
' t' •
tier of courts to. manage the
government
service
10cludes
I'd also "be . doing the entire: / improper advances ... i
. Supreme
Court caseload smce he
positions as. General Counsel to
school a ....great 'service.
Just .~ 'And,
how ;,was ·11
'Fair. to·
saw no reason tel demote 'Court
:the White House Telecommunica~
think of 'it~ those lucky' souls .. mediocre:
Believe me, nobody,
of Appeals judges to a third tier.
tions
Office
on Policy
and
would get to see. Scott Ives sing",
'could have "been more surprisea
. Also, he noted that app.ealscourt
Assistant
Attorney
General,
dance and act! Though I thought"
than myself~
I, should have
judges
are
overworked
and
.Office of Legal Counsel.
,I'd
be terrific
in all of the
known things.·were not going to
underpaid.
As to his own salary,
As the justice left the room
above, I especially thought my
go as I expected after tlie dance
he said "I went into it with my,"
student John Katz, president o(
dancing jwould send the female
tryouts; " I had,it all worked out
eyes open.
At least it can!tbe .. "
the NLC chapter
of Amnesty
.members);of
the audience
into
in my mind.
I was going to go
reduceo."
,
" . International presented him with
Elvis-like convulsions.
After all"
out there in my best flowered- ,
Perhaps most remarkable about
a copy of' a petition contesting
hadn't I danced five months 01
.' print silk shirt and. Billy the Kid
Scalia's
presentation
was his
the death penalty.
Justice Scalia
classical;ballet
whe~ I was nine
leisure
suit .andteach
Mr.,
degree, at times, of self-deprecadeclined to accept .
.
•

.'"

One More TIme ...,
J

Scalia. (Cont'd)

{
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Rivers Mtssed byNL~
..

.:"

•.work here in the NLC, where" she
,was to. spend the next fourteen.
years , .. m ',vanous. . pOSItIonS,;'
including (he last nme years as ~
. the Executive Associate to Dean.:
Barron.
.""
.v:
,
,. '
"There are so' many things.T'll
miss about Lee.
She had such _
tremendous energy -- she r~all~<
.Ioved every part of her -t0b,.' '.'
Dean Barron said, adding,
Lee"
was 'tremendously
loyal to "the
school. She was a great lady.
.'
Gina Harris, who worked with
Lee in the Dean's Suite for the' ,
last two years, recalls, "She was'
hard to get to know at first, out
once you got to know her, you"
had to love her." ,
,
"Lee really loved dealing with
the students, and she really loved
animals. Someone brought in an
injured pigeon which she tried to
'save.
Most. people wouldn't care
. about. a dirty old pi~on, but to
Lee It was one of God screatures"
.Harris'
recalls.
"She
called the Humane' Society to
help save it, but it died shortly
before they got h.ere. I remember her bemg ternbly upset.", . '
Lee was from Wild Rose, North
, Dakota .a small town not far '.
"from the Canadian' border.
On,
, that rare occasion when ..thin~s
weren't'~,oing right for her, she d
remark~ Well, at least it's better
than
the
weather
in" North
Dakota." 'The
reminders about"
. the weather in North Dakota, as
well as everything
else .alJout
Lee, will be mIssed.

by Peter Most .''The ••National Law Center is
much more than three buildings
blended together -- its people,'
diverse and, yet united" working
, together toward a common, end."
Lee Rivers, one. of the notable
personalities..
that .'makes
the
National Law, Center more than

x,

.

,

just- bland buildings, passed' away
recently.
She was a beloved
institutIon within our institution
and will be sorely' missed. '
The NLC was Lee's second
home.' Lee's first career was in
the military,
where she spent
nearly twenty-five
years in the
United States Army. When she
retired from active service, Lee
,held the rank of Sergeant-Major
and . a plethora
of.' anecdotes'
about her service in· Vietnam and
her work as an. aide to generals.
After the army Lee came, to

by Lisa Federici'

"~.

''',:~:·:~q'·.¥ichaeIMaurer,
the-"'poin("
dIVISIon last ',Year
was. one
, As everylL
is aware~' the'
.'hundred points I9r legal analysis,
'R .. If
I
ite oncomwef'
. one hundred points for wntmg
eVlew.. ourna wn 1- 'abilit
and twenty-five
points
.tion
is fast approaching.
'. hat
better way to spend spnngbreak
for b uebooking with a one point
then by reading over one hundred
loss for every three bluebooking
pages of cases, and writing .ca'""erWf,se.n
.,gradi~g
,for;'
legal
mhemo on them, ~/event~-tro
..,-, analysis,
gr~ders look (ot the
t~~r~atter~i,~
w ~ e w~e , ....or •.' . ' writer's ability to deal WIth case
"'. According to Keith Beauchamp
". law a1}d precedent, as well as the
of The Law Review I Ls can pick.'
. \ynter s .resolution of the problem
up' " their. packet
of materials,"
'.'.(je: Is the resolution
substanbetween 12:00 p.m, and 7:00 p.m.,
.. tiated throughput . tJ.1~ me~~?).
on March 11th, and must submit,
When grading for writing ability,
their completed
memo between
, . S~Ch things as clarity, organl~':'" '
the same hours on March 14th. s: tion, gra1l1mar and bluelJookmg
There is a six page limit on the
~re tal<en mto account:
~ccordm~mq,.and . pages in excess of '~.;' !ng to Maurer analYSIS IS more.
thIs hmlt wII not be read. Ap-",
I~portant.than·
form,
notproximately
sixty people will be
wlthstandmg
.the fact that the
offered a bid to join the Law '
two are weIghed, equally.
As
Review staff."
Of those sixty", -, Maur.er puts It, "substance over
people eighty percent
receive a ,style
separates the go.od memos
bid on the tiasl~ of their ,grades',"
frorp the rest of the pack: "You'
and memo combmed (80% grades"
don t . ge! .' a good score
for
20% memo) and twenty per cent. " throwmg m thoe best quotes. You'
receive a bid on the basis of';-'
have to look, at th~ quote .anq
. their memo alone.
Since grades.'" .' ,ask yourself, What 'IS the gist?
from -both sem~sters of tpe year',
Youhave
to .8() beyond what tl!e
are factored
m . the, bIds are
' court held and _ask how the
gen~ral.lynot·
offered
until_the
holding fits into the big picture.""
be&mntng of August
after' all
"
Steve Stone. commented that a'
,sppng
8.rades- have. been sub-".,major
l'roble~
l~tyearwas' a,
,mltted.
lack 0 orgamzatlon
throughout
-, .The gradmg of the memos IS,:
the memos. "People are all over
corp.pletely:, anonymous .. , . Tpe:
the place. People don't', think
wnters
use only .. then: ,socI~I.·
about the 'big , picture.
TheX'
secunty,. numbers to. IdentIf. y t~etr"
,'throw out goo~ quotes. bu.tdon t '
memos. ~ Three
law
revIew ~"havean,orgaD1zed
theSIS." Stone
. members grade each memo, and .' \ suggests tnat the.' best way, to
all of the grades are averaged. " ,'or,ganize
the thesis is to start',The top' one hundred ,memos (by;"
WIth the general Supreme Court
raw pomts) are th~n graded by"
case· which sets the law and
,three more law- reYle'!· memb~rs, ." <'then move ,down into ind~vidual.
and aver.~ged agam.
Accordmg',
- ..
"Go
To 'page 12; Col.l
'.::','

i~~"
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SBA ..'COMMITTEE POSITIONS', AVAILABLE
-,

COMMITfEE

POSITIONS

.........

-

SBA COMMITfEES

AVAILABLE:

1. SELF STUDY: 3 students

1~COMMENCEMENT:

2. CURRICULUM:

2. ORIENTATION:

,

3 students

,3. FACULTY APPOINTMENTS:

3. AMERICAN

3 students.

..

5-8 students,

In'cludln'g
I

4-7 students,'lncludlng

"

4~""TENURE & PROMOTION:

students
-

.

7. PLACEMENT RELATIONS:

-.

.

4 students

8. FULL FACULTY: 1 student WITH VOTING PRIVILEGES
(,

' :

.

, PROCEDURE

'.

.~--,

& SELECTION.'

'
are

,

..

,~

,~.

,
,

"'~

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BACK TO SBA, ATTN: PAUL JOSEPHSON
NO LATER THAN MON. MARCH 14, 9AM'
"
YpU MUST SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE SAME TIME
','
AND, NOTE IT ON YOUR APPLICATION
'

DIVISION;

:-

1 student

\

'Interviews will be conducte'd between Mon., March 21 and Thurs.,
March 31 at the SBA offices. Appointments wlll be announced Fri.,
, April 8 on the SBA_ bulletin board.
' ,
,,- I

,

.

-ALtf~~t';lbDEN~
'NETWORK: To foster and develop greater,
','
contact between alums and students.
.
-FALL FORMAL: To plan and put on the NLC's first formal'
.
event (In the (aU, obviously.) "'~'
'.
'"...
,...
'

Apl!U~atlons and specific descriptions
of· available 'positions
avallable ~s o( Mon., March 1 at the SBA and Records Offices.

.

:studentchairperson.

'4. ADDITIONAL SBA TASK GROUPS: Day Vice President Paul Henry
will be coordinating groups o( students to work on policy .proposals
and implement them. Tiley will be formed on an ad hoc6asls
and
.. will NOT require Interviews or ~licatlons.
. .
'
-BIG BROTHER BIG SISTER cmte: Implementing a mentoring ..
, " '. pr0feram between first years and tneir senior
.

3 'students

5. LIBRARY: 1 student
6. SCHOLARSHIP:)

i.

a student chairpers~~.

BAR ASSOC. LAW SCHOOL
,

", ,-

,

.......

.

Report

SBAPresident's

Page 5 .

EqualJustice atGW .

:<..

David .Buchen,
I'm sure that
those
who
attended
had
an
This is my first article in what ,'excellent
time.
,.
will be a regular column in The'
Othe.rlssues.
and events the
Advocate. ' .1ts purpose is two- Ce.... ~BA .. Is,;currently
. working
on
fold: 'one, to inform the NLC- ;' Include ..• the
.pre-onentation·
communiti about what the SBA is .;.',weekend, an' honor' code, the end
doing .ancL·two,>to
.encourage
./. of the year party and a co-ed
fellow students to get involved;';
softball tournament.
The prewith the SBA to help make the"
.orientation
weekend
is March
NLC' a better ~"place -;to be"
,25th and 26th and AriBrose
is
miserable.
the chairperson, Its purpose is to
As .one of my first official
acquaint
those. students,
who
acts, I created
two' new SBA -. have been accepted
into. next
positions,
Social Director
and
;.year'sfirst
year classcwith the
Vice President
for
Minority:
NLC.
There
is. a Cocktail
Affairs. The Social Director will. -.·ReceptionMarch
25th and a full
be concerned with planning :and:.
day orientation
on March 26th,
orgapizingthe.many
social ac- ..;yejncluding
a mock class taught by
tivIJles that
the. SBA. runs.i:
. Professor Schechter and concludThese range from th~Law.Revuejng
with kegs on. the patio. T..he
Show Party to the. End of the
.honor .code is my Number
1
Year Party; .. from . Ice C.ream ... ,f.priority .•... Theco.mmittee.was
Happy Hours!o
Kegs on- the -:.. formed in January
and has been
Patio. The ultimate purpose of ..reviewing
honor codes from other
these events IS to make students
schoo}s,. e~pecially the University
feel more a .part of-. the school
of .Virginia's much copied code.
and. to grve them an. opportumty":'
The committee and the SBA hope":
to interact with cl~smates' on a:... ' to have a ..proposal
ready to
he V.P.
more informal basl~.·
. subl~l1~" tq ··the·
facu.lty .' and
for Mm~ptyAffalTs.·
IS. also a '. admlmstratIon sometIme m March.
!lew POSltIO~.; Its. establIshment
.' Pa.ul' Henry,
the Day Vice
IS a recogmtIon
of. the. severe '. Presld.en!, has been 100~1Dg mto
problem tllat the NI;.-C.liasl].ad,.1D,:
establtshmg ·an . alumm-student
not . OnlY. at.tr.ac.tmg ... mmon!y· ...........•.
conta.ct Fstand'
a 1st. year~3rd
~tudents.. andfac\!lty,
. b.ut .. m",year
• BIg . Brother/BIg
Sister
mtegratmg the'vanous
mmonty.·,
program.
There has also been
groups wIth. the SBA as a whole.,.> some . interest··
expressed
in
Hopefully, 1D a small way the.:
following the le~q of Tulane Law
SBA can help. make. the NLC a·
School and requmng each student
mpre .' attractIve . schoo! . for
to com{)lete' t~enty
hours of
mmonty. ,studentsp!annmg
.to,.commumty
servIce. before, they
attend .law. school. ..' .Myappomt:-'
" .mllY be aole-to graduate.
'.'
ments are the fopowm?:_.>y,~...
.Paul Jo~ephson., the ~x~cutive.
....,
.. , •............. ··.··f; 'j;.:Vlce
PreSIdent, IS. orgamzmg the'
ExecutIve y.p
raul!osep~so~··>
~tude.nt;"Faculty
cqmmluee'
V.P. fO.f Mmonty.
",:'.•.. ·o./...lntervlews;:
The 'commIttees are'
AffaIrS ,;.~.:...~~.. Shawne C.arter··
'~Library,
Schol~rship,Placement·
Tre;tsurepi;.: ...•..•.Darryl;Stemberg·/
'RelatIons, Curnculum· and "Long
SOCtaLDlrector.~"........Davld,Buchen~-.i~Term·Pla.
nning, Faculty AProintby
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WaY1!e Arden
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for applications to participate in
the Summer Grants program, All
The drive for Loan Forgiveness
. the details are available in. the
is picking up 'speed. ..All around
:EJF office in B306. One of the
the NLC signs "are located on .-.orecipientslast
. summer
was
every stationary
object and . is
. AndrewMergen
and he interned
the topic' of great discussion on .; at the
Wifc!1ife. and
Marine
why most of the supposed "tOR
Resource Section of the Depart20" schools have one and GW
ment of Justice.
Here are some
doesn't. .' As all you informed
~ of his observations: '.
students know, a Loan Forgive"Although the subject matter
ness program is certainly a major
.sounds
obscure,
the· problems
contributor to a high ranking as
confronting the section attorneys
the presence of one. indicates the
were quite diverse.
The office
commitment
of the law school - handles a variety of cases both itself to the importance of public
civil and criminal in nature and
interest " law.
. Even
those
the .litigation includes both trial
students who opt for. corporate
. and
appellate.
level .work.·
or 'similar legal work can feel the
Prosecutofsvtypically
. focus on
benefits": as well.,
With the
smugglers
and/ black
market
·increased prestige of theNLC,
;dealers of endangered
wildlife.
classmates being able to work at
The summer
section attorneys
lower paying' Job which won't
successfully prosecuted hunters of
· require the rest. of the. class to'
- threatened
polar bears and are,
·pay more for tuition.. everyone
presently
at trial in .a case
benefits.
If you'd like to read
.Involving the killing of a Florida
up on the proposal, a copy is on
.panther, a variety of mountain
reserve
in
the
Library
and
lion, or which only a handful
meetings will be held for anyone
remain.
Recently,
the .section
· !nterested on WednesdaY March 2
sought 9ivil. penalties against. a
, m L201 at 4:15 p.m. an d again at
Caltforma cltr that destroyed a
8:00 p.m.
habitat critica for ..the continued
-. ThIs' . past
Thursday,
Roger
survival
of
an'
endangered
G;tlvin from the Anill1at,Legal
,"" _b~tterfly.
When I began my job
RIghts Fund caine down totalk·wlth
the section I never· imagined·
during a Brown Bag Lunch.
He
I would spend so much'· time
discussed, that, sixty percent of
researching
fourth
amendment
his cases involve animal dissec.' search and seizure issues as well
tions ." and
negotiating' .. com'.'~ issues. surrounding the use' of
promIses. '" The. rund
stnves to. . . mformants
but the successful
el.iIl1ina!e "specism",the
arbitrary"
'prosecution
of wildlife traffickers
dIstInctIons.
created' . between
. can turn on these issues...
.
humans .and other animals. / Mr.'
"The diversity
of litigation .
Galvin claims that most of the
sparked by Federal Wildlife laws
· theories of differences
between
.made the section an excellent
Ithigher" and "lower" animals have
place to work for the summer. I
"deteriorated.
Lawy.ers are needed
was exposed to considerable civil
·to .protect the animals right to
and CrIminal litigation.
Section
live in the best environment
attorneys were experienced in a
SUitable fof" their existence and'
broad .,.range of litigation
and
by Lou Manuta

!

a~~Y~~~fed;that,
it ...~o~'t
b~c.
~e;:ri~~~~:s
ea«r~k\~gS~~:rJhel~
,As a remindet:,op
.March ..' ~r ':. save
the
scallop'
was. more
Sam Delgado . of" thePubltc'··
. gratifyingthari.
slaving on behalf .
th~y·~t~~.·E~:. ¥i:~~eofsfig~·;::~,·"···')::!~it~Ba~di~to~:~~·
~ .:e~~~~~i1~i.S'. Defender service will discuss the
of corporate America.
I thank
topic:
"How can you represent
everyone who contributed to EJF
Party: will be history.
The Law
'for .studentcoricerns.
If students
· those - people?" at 4:15 p.m. in.
for allowing me to. explore· a
Revue Party 'is . the first major,
have any gripes or ideas feel free
L202. .
_
'0.
, fascinating. but overlooked
area
event qfthe
newadIninis~ration.i'~
to come up to the SBA office.
- 'Also, April F:is the deadline
- of the law."
.'
'"
and WIth the· able plannmg or'
~Wf1~:?Liaisoii::::t~~Clit~g~::~k

~nesty,

••;••
·•••••••••...
~rn~to~~.d sru':l~n~a:i~~~restecf~rfg

"

Financial 'Aid·'88

Urges::peath Penalty /.

Abolition
.by"Jon Katz

Ov~r 180.0p~ople sit on death.
row m' the~Umted
'States, .. and ,
over
nin~ty;;'four
have, been:>.
executed smce 1977 byelectrocu-.
tion, •.intr;wenpus
pOIsoning, or, '
lethal gassmg: .'The NLC Amnesty,
International· chapter is working
on a worldwide Amnesty campaign
to ab~lish the death penaltym
AmerIca.
..•.
The" death penalty is a very
controversial
issue
among
Amne~ty International members in
the
United
States. ..
Ma1!y
members do not. partIcIpate
m
Amnesty's death penalty work.
The. NLC
Amnesty
. chaJ)ter
remmds everyone that when they
sign an Amnesty. petition
noh
involving the death penalty, they
have not taken' a stand against.
the death penalty.
.
The· NLC.· Amnesty. chapter
started
its
·1988
anti-death
pep.alty wc;>rk with two petition
dnves~ agamst ,the death penalty
and a lecture last week by' two
anti-death
.penalty.·.
activists.
Eighty-five NLC students signed
a petItion absolutely opposing the.
death' . penalty,'. - whIch
was .
pres~~ted to Justice ~~alia when
he VISIted·the NLC.
'
The. second.
petition
urges
Virginia
Governor
Baliles
to
Commute the death sentence of
Earl Clanton. who is scheduled .to

a'id last year and you wish to be
by Carolyn KiJenne
eligible for next year} ..you' must
be . electrocuted
on •~'March17 "
file a new GAPSF AS and if
If you' are planning to apply'
1988. Earl Clanton~ black,' aged
applying for scholarship moneY,a
forImancial
aId, the time to do
33, was convicted or murder in a·'
brIef statement· to the'financlal~
so is drawing
near.
Each
November 1980 robbery.' Despite
aid office.
.
applicant must file a GAPSF AS
the' gross incompetence" of . Mr.'
The financial aid office has not
form with a completed 1987 tax
Clanton's trial attorney', who met
yet been informed as to what the
return.if
applying for 'Title 4lB
with Mr. Clanton only six times
new
guidelines
will
be
for
money,. whIch includes Graduate
for a total of eight hours and
for
fin~ncial.
aid.
'Student Loans and Perkins loans." . applying
who barely. prepared
for
the
However; GAPSFAS IS holdmg a
If you are thinking of applying
septencingphase
o( M~. Clanton's",.
. conference next week at whIch
for scholarship
D,1on~y,· a 15rief
. trIal, the'rourth
ClfCUlt Court of
time the adm.inistrative
changes
statement
mdlcatmg
your
'Appeals. overturned
the. Federal .
regarding the al>plication pr.ocess
particular qualifications
must be
.DIstrict .Court's ..reversal of his
will be decideCl.
Mrs.
Free
to the financial
aid
death sentence.
Although' the . 'submitted
suspects there may be' greater
office;
. Supreme Court denied revIew of
paperwork; but she also says t.he - .
Mrs. Audrey Free, Director of
. his case in 1987, the high court
J:!rocedure .'may also be easIer
· . Financial
Aid' OffIce
suggests
in related cases has agreed to
than in the past.
-.
that students submit their forms
consider two death penalty iss~es
The financial'
aid office
is
,by April 15th. .. If 'a problem
that --'are closely lInked', to the
presently
conducting
exit.
. arises . concerning
the student'S
two issues' filed in Mr. Clanton's
conferences
with all graduating
application it will then' be easier
new appeal this year. . ....
'.'
law students who have received.
to contact that student.
If forms
All members -; of the .NLC
financial aid. They will compile
aren't submitted until summer it
. community are requested to urge
the amount of outstanding loans
often· " creates·, difficulties
in,
Virginia's
Goverrior
Baliles to;
in addition· to the information
establishing
.
communication
with
commute
Earl Clanton's·death
received by the student from the
the applicant.
.
sentence, or in the alternative to·
various lending institutions.
If
If you did not apply for aid in .
stay· his execution
pendin.8 the'
you. have any questions regarding
your first year you can do so for
Supreme' Court's consideratIon of
youf
present
loans
or
the
your second or third year 'since
two
issues
relating
.to
Mr.
possibiltty
of
applying
for
aid
for
evaluations
are
.made
annually
Clanton's
case.
Please
send'
next year, do not hesitate to
based on both merit and finanqial
letters and telegrams to:
contact the financial aid office.
neee!. Similarly, i[ you. received
The Hon. Gerald Baliles
State Capitol
.
Richmond~ VA 23219, .
(904) 786-~211.
Proponents
of
the
death
penalty
commonly
argue
that
.Go To Page 12, Col: 3~
•
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The American Express" Card gets all outstanding'welcome.
,virtuallyan)Where you shop, whether it's for a leatherjacket
.. ;. "~ 'or a leather-boundclassic. Whether you're bound for.
--,a'bookstore
or a beach in Bermuda. SO during college ."
•.~.'.•'P.; and after, it'sthe perfect way to pay for just about
. .
.
everything you'll want.".' -

.How to 'get the

Cant '~oW: ,;'

College is the first sign of sucCess.And because we'· '
. believe in your potential, we'vernadeft easier
.::: ·;.i"'.··;;.' ...·C;, c.'
to get theAmerican Expr~.Card right now.:,:'.,
·Y·f"::'
Whether you're a freshman; senioror
.
grad student, look into our new-automatic);" ,,
approval offers. Fordetails, pick up arj f>~'
,,,c'
.application oncamplK
.'
Or call 1'-800-THE-CARDand ask for,"
, a student apphcation. ,' ..
..>

j •.,:~".~

The American Express Card' '
.. Don't Leave School Without
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'Barrister Buckets'II

.,:,-~.

breakfast
in .-.the Holiday
Inn
can print that."
These cocky
cagers include Rob Brusca; Paul
where we got our first glimpse of
Ballavander, Todd Marcus~ Todd'
by Kevin O'Hare
acandidate Jack Kemp who was
Davis, Jim "there£"
.::>ynder,
Two Fridays ago, several NLC
." sitting next to J.1s..•. Sunday- also
Mitch Ginsburg,' Ralph DiPietro
_.: With the N.B.A. experiencing a
students
threw
aside
their'
. marked
our first .'.face-to-face'
lawbooks . (eagerly)' and set out .... meeting
with. the.'opposition's'·'
'. lackluster
and Dave Wecht, the latter two
seasonx.and ..college,"
north for the New Hampshire.
•.. ,troops .....The Bush 'campaign·.had
called. "mop up players'". by
hoops.' -becoming
marred .,~by~
primaries .. Wewent with a group',
brought up some of their own
recurrent, episodes of fisticuffs,
Greenberg.
Botli the Hands ana
of D.C. '. area
students,
hill' ,'t'volunteers
ovemight.v-and
by-..Wilbur have, swamped the same
basketball' purists are flocking to
staffers and political junkies to.
noon one particular. intersection
opponents
and
the
division
the, NLC
to watch
barrister
work for Senator Dole's cam- in Manchester- had 'about fifty
buckets in ,the
GWintramural
, championship may be decided on
paign.'
.....
pole and fifty Bush supporters on .
league.
The Valvano division,
the last game of the season whenAfter a scenictwelve
hour ride
Its corners.
Needless to say, the
home to six NLC squads, is
,the two squads will face off.
~including/,stops . for food and'
Bush people
were
less than
,'sirp.ply electric with excitement,
Smith Center
will surely
be
'drink") through rain and sleet,.
enthusiastic about seeing us: We . .this year.
packed to the rafters for that .
o..ne...
.'
.
we arrived at our' destination-t-c
·encountered.these
same people
· And as the temperatures outside
begin ,to
rise, so are some
the . Portsmouth
MeadowbrookSalater in the day./along
with the
After beating Muffin Men and
rivalries within the division.
_
Motel. The best thing about the«
supporters' of Kemp,
Robertson
Lightening
Law by impressive
The Learned Hands, one of two' /
Meadowbrook was that the well-i.. - and Dupont, at the rally which
margins of nineteen and fifteen
undefeated teams in the division, .
known heavy metal band, "Tizzy", ',.' was held pnor to the' candidate's
points respectively, the Unknowns
had been booked (for our entire->debate.Another
group'support..:
have a firm grip ..on the' top .spot.
lost a heartbreaker to Wilbur 27Captained
by Wayne .'President
sta..Y)in the motel Iounge.v.
•. _
ing AIDS research
also
- 23. "Team spirit is high and we
for' .life" Arden, the Hands are
The next morning we were
present.
While their signs had
will be victorious next game,"
three fingers alonB to a perfect
awakened by pounding
on the
pictures .of President.Reaganron:
commented
a downcast
John
season.
Defeating
Lightening
Cook. The .Unknowns are bears
- Law, the Couch Potatoes and the .
on the boards despite the loss of
Muffin Men,. Arden and crew
Steve Daoust.
6'6" Mark Prenty
have>
eviscerated ..•. the
soft
and
center
Charlie
Wei~ell,
underbelly of the conference, but
described by captain Cook as 'the
face tough contests ahead.
man who makes the team run" ,
Steve .'. Cohen,
who tossed in
dominate in the paint. The rest
fifteen against the Muffin Men,
of the Unknowns are identified
is the leading scorer, the thumb
as Dave Staber, Ian Williams1
of the team if you will.
Ken
Mario Rissone
Mark "the' 010
Gelfarb,
.the
injured
-Daryl
man" Graven, Cliff Lb and Steve
Steinberg,
Bob' - "Laimbeer"
Gross. After the loss to Wilbur,
Goulder,
Ken
Merber
. John
Cook ran. down his list of stale
Rochkind and Ron "Boy, I'm glad
excuses.
"We were short on'
I'm
not living with
Hussey
manpower, the old man had the
anymore" Gahagan complete this
flu; we ran into foul trouble ... "
gntty. bunch wlio dommate game
With. two more games on the
with tenaciouseff
ort under the
horizon, the Unknowns still have
boards.. . Jeff George and Stu
" a chance to make a name 'for
·Shan us' take note:
Arden is
themselves.
looking for a point guard for the
Crawling their way out of the
stretch run ..
cellar at 1-2 are those section 13
, Also perfect thus far ~re .last
favorites,
Lightening
Law.
year's
tourney
semI-fmalIsts;
~ According
to
Captam
Mike
Wilbur; ,., I'Weshould
win the
Viccaroa, it took the squad three
whole . thirig this . year" .stated
, to four -weeks to'come
up with
-Captairi"'.
Cliff
Greenberg.
their alliterative
aJias.
In a
Officially' listed in the league
battle against the winless Couch
schedule as "Wilburn" because of
Potatoes; L.L. triumphed 22-14.
· yet another .. intramural
office
Down 6-5 at the half, the boys
goof up, this team does appear to
did not panic 'but instituted the
"Hoosier strategy", (three passes
be a serious contender.
Do· the
Dole staffer Karen Km~~,and the man from Kansas smile for'the
boys from ,Wilbur fear the also
before
any
shot}
to' win.
However, some Lightening Law
undefeated
Learned
Hands?
camera
Their answer is' a resounding NO!
strategy
would
make
Indiana
door, and. were then introduced,>
them
we" 'doubted' '.that
they ,
Coacli cBob Knight
positively
When asked by this reporter if
to
the
standard
campaign: . 'supported
him for a third term.
his team could
manacle
the
shudder.
For example, Viccaroa
breakfast
stale
Dunkm
The ,most congenial supporters at
Hands, " Greenberg, 'replied '"Well
motivates his players to comlJete
Munchkins
and
coffee'
(our
the'· rally were those fr6m the
,in late night contests by promises
it's Arden's team ...
sure. We'll
standard lunch turned out to be
Kemp
campaign..
They. had,
.of post game, alcohol and declares,
beat;em by about thirty a,n~ you
from Pizza Hut). After breakfast'
obviously
studied
their
slang
.
.Go :To Page 11, Col. 2
we set out for Manchester.
The
dictionaries and in keeping with
D.C. contingent of approximately
their" candidate's
past profession
150 joined
300 other
troops
(pro, football quarterback)
they
working for the Dole campaign.
"
eagerly' exhibited
their athletic
While some started working at
skIlls by throwing snowballs at
the phone banks in an attempt to
the heaos of unsuspecting
Bush
reach, . every
Republican
and
volunteers.
.'
Independent
voter.
in
New
" Monday- morning< brought. a
Hampshire,
others had a' more
breakfast rallY with Senator and
strategic mission;- A luck¥few,
Mrs. Dole. The 'rally wasfull·of
were chosen to lead a' raId on ."
enthusiasm'dueto.
our
newly.,
Haigheadquarters.
The former
'acquir~d lead in the ,polls. ,The ',.'
Secretary of State had dropped
campaIgn
workers'
were> fIrst ...•
out 'of, the race the day before
.. entertamed
by Olympic
gold."
and .in the process .surrendered
medal gymnast Peter Vidmar, and,
his headquarters
to the. Dole
then wIth CNN as his .promoter,
campaign..-,
Once;' Haig . was
the NLC's own Bruce Rheinstein
subdued (the last strugglersof
'~'~launched
his showbiz career~·
the "Haig. brigade" 'left ,to see,
singing the- original (soon to be
"the general" off):' we ,set out
'top 40- hit) "Boo Dole Rap".' The'
onto the streets 'of Manchester
' rest o( th.e day saw door-;to-door
with "Dole for President" signs.
campaIgnmg, phone' callIng and
The first evidence' of "other
more rallies.. Some of us trudged
campaigns that we encountered
through .fifteen inches of snow to
.' NLC politicos marching to second place in the Granite State'
was Gary Hart's high budget,
,-.an ic,e fishi1!g contest, where the
primary,
"Let the People DecIde" effiirt,"
only "celebnty" the news-hungry
cameras
went On he jumped. oli a
numbers victory, he picked UIJ
His supporters
had creatively
reporters
could find .was Pal'
milk crate in an attempt to seem
, thirteen percent in a week, ana
used the new fallen· snow to
Robertson's
son.
Two. devout
taller (and more -presidential?)
after all the work some kind of
write their candidate's ,slogans.
NLC Dole supporters joined the
than those around him. '
'
celebration seemed in order. The
This technique probably explains
elite Dole pep squad ana followedTuesday was the big day,- time
senator turned the party into a
Hart's four percent showing in
the senator
and his 'wife
to
to get. out the vote.· From 9:00~~ .'jubilant rally with a speech. The
the primary:' Not to, be outdone
severar rallies, including one at
a.m. 'to 7:00 p.m. hundreds of
next dal it was time to get back
by' Hart, Lyndon
LaRouche's
the Dover
Order
of Moose.,to the real world" of tlie NLC.
heads were attached to phones
supporters.,
paraded " through .;" Another' NLC student ran into
- urgin..s voters ~o get to th~ polls
After five da¥s on the campaign
Manchester, blasting propaganoa
Tom Brokaw, Connie Chung and
: for Dole.
Fmany, emotIonally
"trail, filled WIth little sleep, lots
through loudspeakers while ndingcandidate
Michael Dukakis.
The
and physically
exhausted from
of coffee, donuts and pepperoni
atop W.W., II Sherman
tanks.
Massachusetts·
governor . was
five days of, campaigning came
pizza the' unanimous sentiment of
ThIS trick was only good enough c,
obviously veryself~conscious
'of
the victo.ry party.
Although the
those J>.resent was ON TO THE·
to ,get 150 votes in the proimary.
his height,
or lack
thereofJ
senator
did not score a raw
SOUTH FOR SUPER TUESDAY!'
SUnday began--: with ~a real
because
every
time
the Tv
<

was ..

<

.
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Law Revue..' X Takes
.

.the' Stage

/

by CeCe .Ibson

[Editor's note: Due to production deadlines, this review was
written
before ,,'the
actual
performance. based on observations of full rehearsals. .For that
reason,' any' commentary. IS
~ general rather than specific.]
On Saturday,
February
2,7;
1988, the cast of Law Revue A
will take the stage.
From what
,'I've seen in practices" this week
at Lisner Auditorium, it promises
to be an enjoyable performance.
By the time you' read this, you
WIll have, made, 'your
own
decision. Directors for the show
were elected last fall. ' Skit and
song ideas were submitted,
the
. by their nature, 'actors; Because ,"
best were chosen and then .this
of'. this; 'almost everyone in the
January, the show was cast and
cast has an; innate stage presence
I
choreographed.
Like every Law
that you might not fmd in, say,
Revue snow,' this one \ lias its
a computer" programmer
or a
good and not-so-good
moments
physics student.
The flip side is
but the end result is, if nothing
that about the only thing more
else, entertaining.
' .:
dangerous
than 'gIving
a law'
According to Business Manager
student a question he or, she, can
Terry
Jennings,
when
the
answer in class is giving him or
directors sat down to plan the
her a part that he or ,she can act
show they "listened to comments
or sing. '
about last year's show and tried'
This show is good, no doubt'
to incorporate
them into this
about it.
The hours of sweat
year's
show."
Skit, Director
and writing and re-writing
are
Steve, Daoust says an' important
evident and everyone involved is
concern was keepin,gthe
show
to be commended.
This year" as
short and to the pomt,
"Hope- "
in every' yeart_people will say the
'fully the, audience will get the
same tliings. ' Thev should have. .
poirit. That's what we're hoping
.", "They shouldn~t, have .. .". "I'
for. We appealed to', the wrrters
to keep it short," ,
',
" ,
should have had a bigger part",
This, year's show presents ','a
"He "should have had a smaller
fairly equal ratio of skits 'to t:
part."
Considering
the ,group,
IS insongs, but the skits are definitely . this type'ofcriticism,
its strong suit. . ..One' sketch,
evitable. Unfortunately1'it
seems
that to many;-the
goa isn't so
'featuring
Jeff Weinstein
Eric
.jnuch
pulling togefher. into a
Dorf, Michael Maurer and b ennis
cohesive
unit to put on an
Quinn as ,"Dueling Dave Seidentertaining
show,
but
doing
lesons" IS hystencall,r.,
funny.
Other skits - including
Malice 10
what one can to guarantee that
Lernerland,l and "Peopte'aCourr'.
one's
performance,
merits
a
are guaranteed to' get a laugh.
callback, as it were.vThat's
too
, After lwoyears
in the show
bad, 'but, too difficult
(maybe
and one as an outside observer, I
impossible) to correct.
am still amazed at the wealth of
All the pettiness aside1 it's the
. non-legal talent in this school.
people
without :' attituoes
that
Arguably, if all the world's a
really shine
through
in this
stage" a court .room .is just a
production, and there are plenty
subsetvstage
and attorneys .are,
of them. Cast member Maureen

.Property

in the. cards for theseNLC

c

!

"Bo" Wempa gets a to~~h'ci'oss

'.;..

from Scott Miller (S&M) Romero .

...

~.
.
, Dave "Robinson" Koman lectures on Double Jeopardy
,

.'

The Great Minds of Property Meet: Brian Walsh Chandler
(Starrs in his eyes) Hirsh, Scott Ires Brown, Barry White'
Schwartz and Carl Bober Schiller

Rob

The Advocate Monday, February

Eisenberg commented tha''f "from
start to finish the writing was
outstanding,"
and I have to
agree.
The humor is at times
subtle
and at times obvious
enough> to elicit good-natured
groans
from.
the
audience.
Anyone that missed this show
missed a good time.
Kudos /to
the cast and crew. ,They are
well deserved.
.
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·Good'

Show
\

'- It's The. F:our Seidelsons! '.Dennis Quinn (Seidelson 1), Eric Uorc
(Seidelson 2), Michael Maurer (Seldelson.S). and Jeff Weinstein·
(Seidelson 4).
' .

, i

-

Heidi -ZiDlJlierman~'Hope Wesley an~ Ari 'Brose'belt
style
'

-

one out M'otown"

The Unsung, but
. . certainly

{"

not silent, Law Revue Band'
'.

'.,
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White Honse. Ethics .Lessons
by' Jon Kessler
'With the conviction of former
deputy chief of staff and close
personal
friend
of President
Reagan Michael Deaver, and the
triar of White House advisor Lyn
Nofziger, another friend of the'
Reagans, on charges stemmtng
from violations of the Ethics in
Government
Act
and
other
statutes, a spotlight has been
once again turned on the shady
world of Washington inf'luence
peddling. Deaver was convicted
on counts related to perjury In
testimony about his work for
Rockwel International and the BI Bomber. Among other nasties,
he apparently
met with his
former associate Director of the
Budget James Miller on behalf of
the D- I just months after leaving
the White House (try doing thal
p_ublic
interest
.Ia~yers).
Nofziger, who goes to tnal this
week in Washington, is charged
in connection with the Wedtech
scandal.
For law students and others of
both
parti~s,
but
especially
Democrats, It is all too easy to
point to these two as an \,xample
of the greedy gluttons, pigs in a
slop pond, who have descended
on this city in this Reagan era.
This fresh faced generation of
lobbyists and lawyers will not be
corrupted so easily.
Or will
they?
An inoculation of high
minded
neo-Iiberal
or
even
radical ideology has never been
of much help ID fending off the
quick and nasty allure of big
money or the slow decaying
effects on moralism of time,
weariness and a desire for power.
In fact many of Washington's
most notorious public relations
firms are packed with "Democratic" J.D:s
pr (God
help us)
M.P.A:s. Indeed, few of the best
lawyers in town are conservatives.
"The early giants of
modern Washington law were New
Deal braintrusters who helped to
fund regulatory agencies, then
set themselves up ID practice
representing clients before these
snme agencies."
Lamentable as the facts-of -life
in the big city might be they
are nothing compared to t~e not'
so misgulded theoretical bomb
shell dropped by commentator
Michael Kinsley, editor of the
dominant neo-everything journal
of political thought, The New
Republic. In his new compilation
Curse of the Giant Mufllns and
other
ff'ashington
M'aiadies, '
Kinsley argues that there is more
than suspect morals, hunger for
power and the desire for worldly
goods (such as english muffins
with those infamous little nooks
and crannies) to blame for the
downfall
or the once noble
profession
tObb)'ist. In "The
Indulgent
Seller,
originally
published in TNR in 1979, Kinsley
suggests that responsibility for
these cretins must also be placed
at the very base of American
legal theory .. Kinsley suggests in
this short piece that the same
. training
which
prepares
the
brightest of America's youth for
the service of the law, may also
be shaping the mindset that :
created the idealist lawyer turned
government servant turned buck
hungry Washington super-lobbyist.
For those (like myself') who
envision a meaningful legal career
in this town, but woo aren't
quite ready to throw in the moral
towel Kinsley's thesis should be
troub ltns.
Specifically,
Kinsley charges
that these attorneys soften the
faU from ideological grace to fold
lined cesspool with two parachu-

of

tes of common legal' wisdom.
The first is the -grand agnosticism of thetaw," Since lawyers
are taught that/ every client is
entitled to a lawyer and the m.Qst
vigorous possible representation,
the lawyer need not lose sleep
over whether a client's cause 15
morally right or just.
In fact,
doing so is dangerous because it
subverts the -great legal dialect,"
It's okay to believe in the
environmentalists
and represent
toxic
waste
producers,
to
understand the dangers of the
atom and lobby for ConEdison,
seabrook and the cruise missile,
or to send S2S to Greenpeace ana
be an advocate for the Japanese
government in Washington.
secondly,
Kinsley points an
'accusatory
finger at what he
calls "the moral relativlsm," of
Washington lawyers.
He asserts
that since the grand vision of
the law is about much more than
public
opinion
or
political
conscience, legal th.inking caf\ngt
escape the cohclusion that Jt JS
quite all right to indulge in
social or even (heavens) business
dealings with -your adversaries.
Or Joseph Califano and Walter
Mondale can feel good about
buying Ed Meese a birthday
bottle of Tattinger champagne.
A legal training allows these men
to wme, dine and happily coexist
with each other, and to make a
tid..Yprofit too.
These two indictments
are
especially
bothersome
because
they are brought forth in and on
the terms of the lawyers. -He is .
no crazy character out of Henry
IV or uniformed outsider. Yet, '
his commentary on the fetid,
loathsome
occupation
that
Washington lawyering has become
to some must be placed in
perspective or the essential point
of value to all aspiring attorneys
will be missed.
Certainly, the consistency and
steadiness or the law looks at
the very' least silly in the
framework
of
any
strong
ideology.
As Kinsley observes,
"seen from the left, Washington
law is a straightforward Faustian
bargain. Seen from the right, it
is a vast protection racket."
It
is not surprising then, that hard
core ideologue tend to make
crummy
la~ers,
judges
and
lawmakers (Ed Meese are you
listening?), Pouncini\. on basicatl~
"Democratic"
or
Republican
lawyers for attempting some sort
of social coexistence,
a truce
outside
the arena of battle,
makes little sense from a sober
perspective. Taken within limV!,j
Kinsley'S damnable "relativism
can be better termed moderation,
good . sportsmanship
or- even
bipartisanship.
...
It is also clear
that the
commentator's
vast experience
and understanding
of modern
legal
theory,
including
law
school,
prevents
him
from
rejecting outright the principlesthe fight to an attorney, a
vigorous
defense
and
the
elevation of the law - which he
takes shots at. In revealing the
so. called great legal dialectic,
Kinsley does not attempt to deny
that each and .every person, even
one of society's
bad. guys
deserves the best possible defense
under the law.
He does little
more. than poke fun at the
doctrine through the rhetoric of
J~eology. And by the end of his
Jece, the no.ble editor is trapped
Ike .a. cat without claws. He is
unwilling to grve up the theoretical
comforts
of
out
legal
,thinking
such as fair trial
impartial
justice, and vigorous
Go To Page 14, Col. 1
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"MASTER THE MULTISTATE
~

GET A JUMP

On the July '88 Bar

Exam

TAKE THE BAR/BRI EARLYBmn
March 11
March 12

Criminal Law
Criminal Procedure

March 18
March 19

Evidence I"
Evidence II

March 25
March 26

Constitutional
Constitutional

April 8
April 9

Contracts/Sales: I
Contracts/Sales II ~ III "

April 15
April 16

Torts I
Torts II

Apn122
Apn123

Law I
Law II

\\~~

--

Real Property I
,Real Property II

•

.Attend BAR/BRI Early Bird Lectures
, at Georgetown Law Center
.
600 New Jersey Avenue, N.W.
FREE WITH ALL BAR/BRI COURSES
FOR THE JULY 'SS BAR EX(\MS.

BAR REVIEW

833-3080

'.

-
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1909 K Street, N.W.

Movie 'Review .
Movie .nMust~otSeesn
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All the . Law's a.Stage-.

Page II '
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think on my feet all the, time.
-:'. .'
While the pressure's off and I
don't have to get an immediate
'. After-Class pursuits' . are 'as
I"'like Justine' Bateman. . I've
Before, you spend your hardlaugh, I do have a responsibility
diverse
as
students
themselves.
w~tched
her
gro~
.up
on
"Fap:lily"
earned or hard-borrowed. cash on'
Some of us go directly to work
Ties".': and .: 'thmk
she. ,.rIvals
theatreexcursions,'consider
. the
to J'::dl~~fr~nd
the. rest. of the
Michael. J.Fox . in her acting-:" -,in a law-related job, others head
followin~ ,:suggest.ions lorHMust
WIT company ...keep a busy
straight for happy hour; Judy
ability.
If
you
have
seen
her.
Not Sees'
"",'.
.Most recently, they
Woll, -third year student, goes' , schedule.
interviewed, you realized a long
performed 'on the Helen Hayes
from
on
deck.
to
on
stage.
Judy
time
ago
that
the
woman
vas
•
The Serpent and The. Rainbow.
stage at the National Theatre as
began here in'. the fall of 1984.
actually intelligent. But she was
m called "Theatre
Aftertwo.years as' a day student, . .part of a p.~o,gra.
You guessed it, this is·a "good
not.thmkingwhen
she made this
Sports." WIT and Sylvia .Toone
she decided to take a year off.
versus evil" film. •This was not
.' movie. The plot seems. to have'
"At the time, I wasn't preparedActors' Repertory (STAR) battled·
my idea-of a fir~t choice flick..
'been written' by a. junior. high
to commit myself, to tieing an' . on stage fqr the most outrageous
but given the CIrcumstances ~a'
school girl. who . has spent her
attorney. I 'decided to take. time,
Improvrsanons
creat1Og;' an
trleqd insiste<t(;mseeing'
a-..:
bab)'.-sitting hours watching "'Moff to decide. what I wanted to'
,evening of comedy and entermovie-any movie-just a movie") I' 'TV.
.:It goes like this: Justine
do," . Wolf said .. She had always
tainment marked by the realizathought I could grin and bear it:
and three of her sidekicks from
had an interest 10 the theatre
tion that there is some' definite
I was wrong. This is one of the
high .school play in a band, with
and in comedy so she used that
talent in the Washington theatre
few. movies that the entire,
Justy doing the vocals. These .
year to pursue those goals. Her
community.
audience .•..,groans through, in
girls are rough and tough. They,
first performing job was at the
For
a
first-time
viewer,
disbelief. Set in Haiti~ a tale of " smoke, drink and swear. Justy IS
Comedy Cafe, because she wanted
watching improvisational theatre
voodoo andzombiesunfolds as an
the brain of the group, with a
to learn about life in nightclubs.
is something like riding a roller'
American anthropologist searches
shot at college.
But for the
Eventually.she was doing stand-:
coaster while having a conversafor the ; magic. powder which
others, the band is their ticket
up, comedy.
Wolf says she
·tion with someone who's had iust
transforms corpses into walking
'to paradise.
The girls in the
enjoyed
her
tenure
as a coma little too much to drink. The
beings. Bill Pullman, the lead,
band are just too much. One is
edienne, but didn't want (O,go on
actors, split into two .teams,
would be better cast in an
a junkie, one is easy with the
the road and live in hotels for'
challenge their competing team to
afternoon 'soap
opera.
The-.
dudes.vand the other one is a
'. the rest .of'iher life. Knowing
.improvlsational scenes, always
Haitian woman .who .leads .him .
thief who .. threatens to slash
she
had
the
safety
of
returning
with help for .the audience.
through the . dark. side of the
people should they foolishly give.
to law school, and. desiring to.'
Audience membersprovide genres,
sunny -island life is. played by
her a compliment. The 'band gets
finish her education as soon' as'
locations and subjects, arid also
Cathy Tyson, the prostitute in
a. beach gig for the summer
possible she returned to theNLC
act as judges. For instance,. one'
Mona Lisa. She is a rebel who
which could lead to a European
this past fall. ,... '..
.'
particular challenge (and one of
wants to expose the world to
tour. Instead, thE?Yall coxp.e ~f
Judy Wolf's' love. for . the
the most entertaming) was "We
"zombification" but is thwarted at·
age at the samettme. The Junkie
theatre .continued, and about a
are going on a quest for.the
every bend by a cruel military
nearly overdoses on the multiyear and a half ago, she joined
perfect·
.
,"at
dict..ator.: T.h..i.s is s.up.posed to be
colored pills she keeps popping,
the .Washington" Improvisational
which polOt a member of the
a . thnller .' but/.· director Wes ,..... but is brought back to hke with
Theater Company (WIT).
Her
audience shouted out "lizard".
Craven did a far better job in A';
a cold shower. . The "easy" girl
original
reasons
for
join1Og
were
One, actor will begin the scene,
Nightmare on Elm. Street;· Here,
gets engaged .. The thief gets her
so that she "could tiecome more"
and other team members .will leap
he relies too heavily on dream. ,. first kiSS and transforms from
comfortable on my feet (as a
, up on stage and contribute as the
sequences ·.hallucinattons, and the .
the Big Bad Wolf into Red Riding
stand-Up
comic) and could learn
spirit moves. them. . There is no
fog mach ine . and not .nearly
Hood. Justy falls in love with a
how
to
better
deal
with
heck..
, set.' There IS no SCrIpt. There
enough on the plot. The process
much older man who turns her
lers."· Yet she found something
is simply the imagination' and,
of. "z.ombification" ,is' no.t.>real{y
away because he', doesn't want'
in improvisational theatre that
charactenzation of a handful of
bnngmg the dead back to life
her to waste her life hanging· out
she'. hadn't found in stand-up
'.talented
people, among them
after all. It is just the use of
with him on the island. Yeah
comedy .. ,\ Wolf .found improv
attorneys, computer operators and
an anaesthetic. which quashes the
right. The singing in the .film is .
"more .. innovative
and
more
law ,stu~~nt Jud~ )Volf.,·,
'
victim's vital signs for several
oKay, but the. lines bantered
hours}, makinBr the person-appear.-, ....; around in the:!audienceYfar
~~a~Wen~~~~~r~~~~:i~~~~K1p~i~a
....
to. be dead) The victim~·· intO; surpassed those on the: screen. I
NOTE TO TEAM' CAPTAINS~'
... stand-up comedy doesn~t exist in
reality, is, alive ,and .'conscious.
cannot figure out why Justine
lease drop off game results a.nd
the
improvisational
theatre.
Wolf
etailst~
T~e Advocat~ . offlce~·
And most in.sUIt.i..ng .t.h.e ..audience
picked thiS. as ·her .. bl.g screen
found that, among comic~ the
Issupp-osed.;to. be ile.ve that .the
aebut. Though she ~ts to wear
for inclUSIOn10 future editIons
pres~ure was ·intense.. ". uft~n
persons ..sou}'."'ca. n..'.be' .'sep.arated ...·tight
j.·eansana little T-=shirts apd
comics' would steal other comiCS;,
£r0111 the 'body. during those,
. move., around to .groovy. mUSIC,
.material. At the same time, it
crucial·· hours '.. and tlien be" "she could have ,done better than
was a stagnate .environment.'
entrapped. in"a container., Come "'.'-, . this .. Maybe the' free trip to St.
Comics ,would use the same
on, Wes. This is going way too,
Thomas was just too good to pass:
. routine over and over,' with very
far.' This. movie is not frighten-up ..
Uttle . change, sometimes for
__
.:._,.;.,.
ing, it's not iI).terestingap.d )t's,
several years.
.
'
not worth seemg, even If you
. Wolf '. finds'·. improvisational
sneak in.'
theatre ,"very fresh. .... I have to
by Christine McMahon

.

by CeCe Ibson

Satisfaction.

'.
~.,

Smit.h(Cont'd ..)

team.,
,_
'
ani doingwhat"I can' to promote .
"We're Just out there getting'
. world peace and end hunger .-- I
exercise" IS this season's slogan;
From Page-i, Col. 3
stayeq. out of the army. and 'l ....
~at
according .to Couch Potatoes
'ud'
en'"ts
rr'o'm'
dl'verse
organl·za.":·
three
square
meals
every
day."]
....,.
st
captain ,Owen' Carragher. After
Smith would also like to see a
the loss to Lightening Law, the
tions and included night students.,
new intellectual property director
Potatoes are 0-3. As basketball
In a likev.,ein1 ~mith would like"
hired to replace recently departed
players, the pota.toes, make .'great
to see estaohshed
a dean7'"'
Professor Kay ton, "to continue
student liaison committee that
our tradition of excellence in this
future lawyers. ' The Spuds are
will consist of the incomin~ dean',
,field.".
_ ..
."DollarBill Dickerson, Bill Ko~h, .
Todd "The Goon" Shoudy, Tim
and "represent~t~ve studeIlt~ '.. ":
.. Smith has more thana'passing
"I th1Ok'a halson committee IS..
interest
in seeing . Professor
Delaney, Keith Sampson, Steve
an . idea whose time has' come.'
Kay ton replaced with another,
,Reed.' and the possessor of
There ought to be a formalistic
·famous patent professor. Smith,
perhaps the best nickname of the
channel
of
communication
a. third year· night student, is
entire league,. Mike "the big
between the dean and. students
president of SIPLA and will
blueberry" Snyder. Many if these
representiqg vanous. tacets ot the
himself become a patent attorney
hoopsters are refugees from the
school," Smith said .. t
"Sure.
-- "we . like. to say. intellectual
renowned Chain Gang football
students •.can just pick up the,
property attorney,. it's. the new
team. These winless hoop addicts
phone and get an appointment; to
catchword" --after graduation.
are. a savvy bunch however.
see the' dean, but they.don't;.And, to answer tlle most asked " They have merchandised dolls in
Having . a committee. which' . Question of any night student,
their, likenesses to kids toy giant
regularly meets with the dean. to. .
Randy "studies after class, on the
Coleco, Inc. The dolls were a
express student . concerns would
weekends, before work, at lunch.
big hit this Xmas.
enhal}ce the present system.".",.; '-'; :. I.. even . t~ke my own vacation .
Joining the Pantheon of hapless
·Smlth .••.further..·plans.
one. . time for fmals "
nonwinne'rs
such as ,Olympic ski,
promot}ng the estabhs.hplent hoL.~".\,.'·'..
" <'.. . .
.
. ;~
hero Eddy '.Edwards' and the
University football team
~ourJsls~n~va1r:61e
'Buckets ',(Cont~<l)~~"'."""< Columbia
tb-e ubiquitous ,Muffin Men;
,evening~ouisf:)""""';.'· ,',"",(7'i:'<""::"""'~"
From }tag~·7·;'C()I.'1·:....'(.~'· ':v .~'t,,: . are
Sadl~; the Mu(fin M~n wil1!?e
. Among Smith's other alms
'.'
'. _.. .
.'
f"
depnved9f se~mg their. names tn:
during . his ' tenure. as Vice
'moral .vlctones on account 0
prmt :wlth ,keen, "Dlcknames,'
President is his plan to promote
perfect. team attenda~ce.
Jo~n
embarrassing
details.· 'of:~; past:
the loan forgiveness program he
Morgan, SCO!t F.l\mtlant, .Eqc
losses " and ,'.ioth.er·''oF.Jthe;; httle'
believes GW needs. Smith also
;Bacnmeyer, RI~h Chff9rd, X1Ol1le
pleasures .,associat~d'j~with .th}§;·
believes
humor • should
be .
"Stron~ ~an
. Nonllo,
Pa~l
.
....
'
'f'
r'
"Flash
Ziebert(the.
squad s
column :! because "thetr .captalO'
pr01poted as a .~ay. 0 ,re lev10g
- defensive wizard) Andrew "the
neglected to phone-:this 'reporter:'
tenSIOn,.and he IS for the end C!,f
elder" Davis Tom Leitba and John
Sometim.es .th,~~bard. Jessons are
world .hU':lger .rRandy . stated,_,...I
"BoSox" Loughann round out the
the best ones.
,, :
II"
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,Wr.ite
On (Cont'd)
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'no
~oinc!dence that students on
'Amnesty' .'~'.(C'ont' d) ....
~. .'} bbeac.
twkeen
1976 and 1978,
89% of '
l people
"
Law Review and Journal tend to'
arrested f9f,criminal
From Page 4
"
'" .,'
receive the most interviews and
, From Page 5 '.'
"
,c"homlclde
agamst· whlte~~eOPle
on point)., local cases. . Also~
hold the
high-paying . jobs.
execution IS needed to prevent' . c.' ';;{ye'ls,i~teRne~~dent,oodfe~hhl)teW.,
pee.Orpea
.
suggests Stone, students shoulo
Another
attraction '.. of . Law
murderers from being returned to .
consciously attempt to. use only
. Review, according to. Stone.. is
the street via parole and to .' arrested
9r criminal : homicide .
.the active voice when writing the
the "human factor" of memoerprevent murderers from enjoying " . against whitepeople received the"
memo.
' . ShIP:."In contrast to law schoolgreater protections to life than',;: same senteI!cet..
""'.
Keith Beauchamp noted that a
- ~hlch by Its nature IS a v~ry ..,their
victims.": The concern. that .: , ,. The. majcrity ; of .deajh . row:
• most people tend to spend too
solitary enoeav0t:.:..- Law Review. -'
underlies th~se. argume.nt~ . is
mm~tes m America are indigent
much time on the status of the
IS a collaborative ,effort that
absolutely vahcJ:,tlie .public IS,
and therefore .cannot. afford an
law
and not enough time
yields tangible results.'" .' ,
.
angry.rabout cviolent crimes and
. attorney.,
WhlJe capital defenapplying case law to .the par-.
Yet, ~s Maurervpoints out.. . wants them stopped, Unfortunate-"
dants, are provided free counsel
-ticular problem. It IS.Important
Law Review involves a lot. or
ly;' the extensive popularity of
at trlal jmd at the fustappeal,
to set out the status of the law
. hardiwork and' IS a large time
'the death penalty .a~ong Americ•counsel IS often incompetent d.ue
but it should be done Quickly and
cqmmitment. The average amo~nt'·ans(73%
sup..port.l.tm some fo.r.m.)·; -to lack ofpr~paratlon
or s.kdl.
succinctly, 'and be. followed by.a
of tlm~devoted .to Law ReView" .'andin·
sta.te legislatures (37' .··After,
the. fIrst· appeal, ' the'
lengthy and pohshedanalysls.
work IS approx1Il~ately twenty.'
states: allow it) has evidently .
defendant IS on his or her own
With a six page limit for the
hours per week dunng the school'
stalled
implementation'
of
(yes 21 women are'· on death
entire memo It is unwise to
year, plus some summer work. .... alternative effective methods for : ' rowj .. As a result, hundreds of
spend the first two- or three
New members are :reQuired to'
keeping murderers from· murder- .
death .. row inmates have not'
pages setti.ng up the .framework
return to scl1001up to two weeks
.ipg aga~n, namely life, imprisonpursued all of their Jegal appeals
of the tOPICand spelhng out the
before the fust day of cl!lsses of
. ment. WIthout parole. ..Instead of.
' Clue, to-lack
of money. apd
'current status of the law.' .If a
. the fall semester. : Dunng the.
. .focu~mg.attentIOn on permanently~.
counsel.·
Itowever, ..statIst!cs
student waitS' until the last two
acad~mIcyear, all members are'·
Imp'nsonmg' murderers;'. state
show .that .thelr chanc~s of rehef
or- three' pages to. begin the
requued
to. complete wee!<ly
. leglsl.ators : .concentrate
"on.
are hIgh ''If counsel IS avadable
analYSIS,the memo fads from the..
aSSIgnments such as proofreadmg
budd.mg·death
chambers·' and,,' ; beyond the first appeal. . Fifty
very start. .' According
to .
or typing, and must spend three
. craftmg death, penalty" statutes.: < percent of death' sentences are
Beauchamp, this, is a common
houfs per. week in the .Law,
. that
wi!I.. pass constitutional:;'
overturned at the h,igher appeal .
mistake: "You could look at the'·
ReVl,elY offl.ce... Mel11bers. also
. muster wIth the Supreme Court.
levels~','"
'.
~.
.
..
memos that wefen't selected last
par!lClpate .m·· productIOn. wo.rk,.
- Plain.-and simple, the death
With over 1800 death row
year,', and the fIrst few pages of
whIch.
mvolves ,revlewmg
.p.enalty is. an absolutely irrever-',
inmates,. qualified death penalty,
everyone were nearly identical:"
manuscriptS!O .decide which of
slbl~ pumshment.
When a jury'."
attorneys
are' . few . and far.
!Jeauchatpp also mentIOned that It
many submlssl09S should. be.
accIdentally condemns the wrong ., between. \, Even 'the attorneys
IS not Important -- nor even ". pubhshed. A tYPIcal Law Review'
·;human· geing ~o death, that
opposed to the unavailabi.Iityof
expected -.;, that you will use all " assignment is called "spading".
humanWJI.I be kdl~dnonetheless.
free appeals lawyers .. stJlI are
of the materials that are in the.
Dunng spading; an article is cut'
Amnesty, InternatIOnal reports
ofte~ ~nable to help, smcepostpacket prep-ared by the Law
up .ipto sections, .and each person.
that ..·•.
··at . le~st
twenty:..three _ conVIction deat~ penalty appeals'
Review staff.
Students should'~
receIves one sectIOn·to bluebook,
wrongly convls:ted pe9ple h~ve
normallyrequue
about
two.
pick and choose which cases best
~ proofread, and verify ·quotes. In
be~nexecuted 10 Amenca dunng,
. .thousanClhours of work. .
.
reflect their particular analysis
addition, each member must write'
thIS c~ntury. .
. ' .. "
',.' . Many attorneys who. volunteer
of the, problem. Also, recoma note, wh.ich .. is, generally
Sctlrclty of'defenseattqrneys
.' ~.
..'for death penalty appeals could
mends 'Bea1!champ, ...' studeptscompleteddunng
the second year'.
" .Last week attorney D~ann R~st- " use ....the legal .. aSSIstance of
should refram from quotmg
. of law school...
'
. '.,
T!erney of the Amencan. CIvil
'concerned law students: Students
excessively. Remember, the cases
Membership. on Law Review is
L~bertles . Union . and
Leigh"
may be eligible' to . get outside
should support your analysis-a two year commitment. Members
Dmgerson '. of. ~he National; .. placement credit for this work
not vice versa.
' receive four academic credits for ,CoalitIon
to Abohsh'the
Death"'" through '~h~ NLC :. Community
There are' many reasons wl1Y
!he twoyearper~od:.
Generally,
Penalty spoke at the-·NLC on the" ,,·-Legal 'Chmcs
for the, regular
people compe~e for a mem~ershlp
Ifa member. reSIgns before tIie
legal Issues of the death penalty. .,.. academic ,year or·for the summer' "
on Law ReView .. ' Accordmg to
two years has passed, they' do ..' .They spoke about many important
.:·s~e ~rofes~or Sirulnik ..··..lnform.a;.;.::
Maurer, "The law is institutional-·
not· receive any credit. ". Of'
aspects of the .death penalty
. tIon IS avadable from: " ..' ,....
.
ized, and success depe9ds' inco~rse,
as B~auchamp points'ol!t;r;, " inc!uding .the. s,rong eviqence ot
Ms..Leigh Dil}gerson
. ;
.
larg~ .' part ,; ,on .' an ...dlu~Qry.
.thIS depends .on',whe,n you ,qUIt. .'. ,racIal. : Cllscnmmatlon m ,the..
NatIOnal CoahtIon tOe. h.,·
,
~entocracy. 'I, The, mentocracy., .. ,.;Why. you :QUJt;.:.:and':':
how 'mUch!; '} ImpOSItion of the, ,deathpe;naIt~t:';~,
Abolish :the Death ..r.enalty+~".,:· '.
1419Y St: "NW '...' .,.....,.... '.' - 'C'"
d lctates. ·t!tat "on~ .~ompt;te .for ',wQr~ you have ~ompleted up until'"::" ,and ·the·'enormous )Jropoltion':of~:::;";
Imembershlp on.·a>pubhcatIoI!.'~
that time.
;"',;
. '.' "'J)oor
death row.mmates.ln'
Washington, D.C.20009·
.' •
The p'eople who d<?}10t make It
' Maurer. ,argrees..that being' a.
;FIorida' Georgia, i"and~Texas;;.:(202)
797-7090·;,.
... ,.,' ·0
at:~ ,Just. as,. quahfled ..:_as.; !he;,.::!D.ember. 0
th~."Law. ',fievielv .' ,,'
.~
..~
....
;",
.
people who do.. Manyquahfled
.mvolves a large tIme commItment,
people .don't advance,beciluse
but feels' that it also has its high
they fail to attain someone's idea
points. "I've learned a lot (from .
of . 'objective'
standards."
being on Law. Review).·
Law"
Obviously, one of .' the ma1n.'
Review
teaches . attention
to
attractionS of being a'member of. . detail, and tones your analytiCal
a pUbl,ication is the "resume'
. skills.
Getting published is a
'value" of that association. It "is'
great experience.,"
,
J.

.,

-e-

One More (Cont'd).·

From Page 3
.'
..
loud dudes 10 a desperate attempt
to m!1ffle my tortured-cat li~e j
croonmg.
When even thIS
measure failed, ~ric w~ forced
to take dracomaI! actIo.n; he
turned down our'mIke dunng the
performanc~.
And then there
was. my actmg. After the sho~,
~yfnend came Up''0 me and saId, .
ou w~re tet;.nfIc." you do a
.great SeIdelson.
! tlianked her
profusel~ I was domg Brown..
.'
I Thohug m yperformances were
ess t an w hfat.1 expected,. I S!JlI...·
came away rom the show wIth..
.

.rewards.

I gained new insight'
mto my classmates. I. learned
th~t . every law student has an
opmIOn on eve.rything-- which
tt:anslates·into, .... many. mini-.
.dIctators, ,each' wIth their own
idea how to do:a show.: Talso
learned that there are a lotof ...
people out there with real (as .
opposed to imagined) talents 'who
are dedicated, ~nd. who put in"
long hq.urs t.....
o.. ' msute .a quality
proOuctIon.:
My most valued
obseryation, ,: however,'
was
watchmg the shyer students
become more self-confident and
comfortable with their roles! as'
.'
'- .
... •
. Go To Page 14, Col.·2
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Ode to a Stolen" Base
But maybe lean get it yet
Without spending time 10 jail
.
If only I -can convince this man"
To create a voluntary bail.

by Howie Bierman
The home team's up
And it needs to s~ore,
I'm the man on first ,
Who must advance three more.

'Cause any kid will tell you. that
Possession 'is still 9/10 of the
law. _

,

Who Knows and
WhoCares?
by David Koman

It seems we have completed
The hardest .part of the chore,
All that's left to be accomplished
Is the bailment of two more.

Ifyou . haven't
noticed
elections came back to the NLC
this week.
Our SBA election
But the future looks bleak.
wasn't too bad.
There were a
Althou~h the, battertires. hard,
couple - of posters,
some' canBut that'Il take too long to do
Since I ve seen better swings
didates came and spoke to our
That
way,
is
definitely
not
best.
In the schoolhouse yard.
'classes but nothing _too compli.I know I can get both bases
cated. However, GW's undergrads
By' way of a springing' executory
I must make it on my own;'·
got kind of out of hand. From a
. interest,
.
Assuming arguendo,
.I'll surely get no help from him;
good source, this' student learned
That the bailment has now, been
But inorder to advance
.
that, some future
Bushes and
That
means
that
something
has
'"
to'
made
I must commit a cardinal sin.
Doles
were
spending
$600.00 in
I know lowe a duty of carehappen
'...campaign paraphernalia.
We're
But what I don't know, is of
And until then, possession must
But'its only 90' feet away
not talking loose lunch money,
what grade?
\' . wait,·'
.
And much time I cannot wait"
we're talkmg$600.00!
I live on
But as soon as that event occurs
For the object of my desire ..
less then that, in a semester.
I
Well,
the
transaction
is
mutually
It will divest the owner, of his '
Is now lying in the pre-state.
wonder
what
their
bank
accounts
beneficial
'. -: "
.
prior estate.
.
look like.
I guess your folks
So I must exercise ordinary 'care, .
Is it wrong for me to take itf
have to make a couple. hundred
Which
means
I'm
still
liable.
for
Their
,manager
soon
lodges
Have any others laid claim?'
grand or you can't run. Oh well,
. ,'-.' . - .
protest
If they have and I am convicted, .•.. -. ne~ligence
shit happens.
if 1m ..picked -off base. while
Because he thinks I'm, up to old
I'll go down in the Hall of
If you haven't noticed, I think
tricks
'
,'staringin
the a~r.
Shame.
.
.,
the painters are finished or, if
But he, hasn't realized the ~rule
they aren't,
they're. taking
a
, book
-'
I have no worries, however,".
'
rnesecond.baseman has oft-times'
break.
They used to come in
Because I always watch the ball,
Has been updated since 1536.
kicked it
around eleven at night and leave
So can I now stay forever,
.
And upon
it I've
seen the
sometime early in the morning
, Or at least till early next Fall.:
He realizes his efforts will now
shortstop stand;
leaving behind that nice painty
'be futile
.,
So do they now hold possession
smell. . Lately there have not
And
from
the
bench
I
can
hear
I
know
the
defense
will·
be
been any paint smells or students
Sura~j~r to~ll
others in the
his moans .
.'
.'thinking'
. .~.
with wet paint on them.
Since the owner will not, convey
-Of ways to boot me where I SIt.
Hey, check it out its Moot
to me
.
The catcher's already bringing .
'They must first intend to assume
Court time again and this first
Any
more
interest
than'
he
owns.
An
action
,of
ejectment
in;
his
dominion,'.....,
year got reamed.
,I don't
mitt.
.
Physically controllingjwithoutca
understand it. I had 10 hours to
,Well,
the
owner
has
.
already
slip;
.
.
'
prepare, one of the judges was
created the conveyance
Professor Seidelson,J and r wore a
O~IJpI~hell_would it be ,like, that
. :.I~~a~~ed~1~::'0\:cj~~tm~ne
thing
And I'm ready to get· that base .
nice suit. Maybe It was somethBut he said if-will' only enter my
ing I said?
'
I Sitting securely within one's grip.
" Hhe forgot
.',
possessIOn
\
,.'
r:', e must all ege superior possesDon't look now but once again
If' there's a smile upon your face.
I don't think, that a.ptly' describes'
, sion."
1'"
.the courtyard' is being dug up.
them
'Andthlshe
sure y cannot
What's die problem this time?
For when it's ..our turnvtortake.',
_ . >,'
.'
So now Oh Advocate Reader
.Gophers?
And what's the big
the field,,~'·'··.
'.<
So thi~ bailmentjhastrnade
me
. In your hands, you have my fate.
/ idea filling .the. school halls witli
They do no take'i~ with them < c,.
confIdent,,,,,:;,,,,,,,, _"~""'T"'~""""'You
kno~ -,whate-has.,to
,be
'-life-sized
posters of dead animals
But merelyabaIidon'andpassively
",:<;' Like a peacock. with' a feather's
accomplIshed
hi'
in grotesque
positions?
Who
yield... . ..
spread,
."
To get me across orne pate.
knows and Who cares?
."
J' .
•
So if that catcher .don't be,
.J
I
't't
I'
So if they. do not possess ..It·
1"
,.
•
ust eave I O. us awyers
d
'?
eavm..
.
'd
'h
To
always
get
10
the
way,
Who t h en coustop
Id
my reaJP.
I'm gonna bust hIm UpSI e t e
But spinning in his grave right
My heart starts suddenly racmgheadL
....••.
'..',
now
WIth thoughts, of bonus for my
, ; . .
.' .'.
'.'
is Abner Doubleday;
team.
.'
,111 fIght hIm all the way to
(or Alexander Cartwright)
Are You a Newspaper Nerd?
.
....
. court ..'
.
Do You save copies of oid
My l~ad is getting larger,
.
And I'll win without a flaw, •
I'm lIke a racehorse at the ,gate,
.
'"
issues of this paper?
You'll see me breaking for. the
Yes
b,
~
seball
fans
•.sp.ringtraining.
has
,begun.
If
so, turn in Vol. 19,
promised land .
,issues 8 & 9 (January 19
As . soon . as the·· pitcher's
.leg
,
.
'
kicks toward home plate.
And the Advocate
is throwing out t~efirst pitch.
February 1)
."
Dh nor What was I thinking?
•
'I would have taken all the blame, ~.
If it's our team.'s generous owner
Who- all the while has laid that.
claim.
\

-',

.?

\.

"

In order for this to happen
We.must agree I shall control his
base ·
." '.
.And th en he must ..deliver it to
- me
.'
, At which .point I'll receive it;
'with
a grin on my face.
'.

.-,

.

".::;-"".'.

,

<

"

.

,

;

.'

.-

"v

~

.

I

t

.,r

•

'.

U

'.. '.

.

HELP

.....

-'

\

_..

I query now, can· the bag be his?
Although I -know he has so much.
But it Just doesn't seem right, to
call it his own
.
For the base he never wIll even
touch.
. '
This query
surely __' needs
an
answer
.'.
.
'
I\nd to this I'll make my goal;
But first I must ask broadly - '"
Can there be possession without
physical control?
Let 'me 'now make a distinction
Between j)ossession
constructive _
and in fact,
The former requires some mental
state
..
~ _ ,
The latter a - physical
act.
........ -:.-;:
'j

,

-

.

.-

.,

As long as the owner intends to
exercIse dominion
And has the power to do the'
same,
':.
'
'.
lIe never has 'to touch the base
r 'even attend a game.
.And, the base is firmly embedded
In the soiL of his land
So yes, I'll, say it belopgs to him.
Although It never wIll touch hIS
I hand.
. _.
. -

..

"
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D.O~'Bar

'(Cont'd)'"

~:Jt-':~:~:~
a~d ~~ic:re~~~~%~Lt"
From 'Page 1·
..
that could be made. from that
the requirement
for reciprocity ..". score"that.theappltcant
.would '
was dropped.,'
"The ·statIstIs:s·,«
have passed the essay portion 0 f,
comparing waive-In and test-In
the D,C.exam
had he or she
admittance
are .surprising:
In,
taken it. With an MBE score of
1986, only 207 applic!!nts were
135,'-Jhe.
percentage
assurance
admitted to the D.C, bar on
pass rate IS 94.5%: .At 140 It IS
'examination .. ' In contrast, 1,541
98.9% and at 1451t Is99.8%~ At
were admitted on motion.
Of
an -, MBE score~bC'i> 150, . the
those planning to waive in, mo~tpercentageassuranc_epass
" rate
choose to take the Pennsylvama,
equals 100%. ' ",'
bar Most takers cite is that' the
Although
' the.
difference
advantage of the exam is the
between the percentages 'genera-,"
higher pass rate In Pennsylvania
ted by MBE scores of IltO and
ana the fact that apQlicants need
145 is very small, the Committee
only make a score of 135 on the
opted for the higher score. Not.
MBE to avoid having their essay
everyone agrees.
portion graded.
Only two other
Opponents of the plan argue
states allow this: ' Minnesota,'
that the Committee is doing more
which requires a" score of 145,
than it has to. The goals of, the
and Utah, where those scoring in
' Committee are important.
'They,
the top twenty percent .of ' test-'
want to increase the jrrobability"
takers do not have their essays
that attorneys practicmg In the
graded.
,
District have made the 'grade,
Those who advocate stiffening
while at the same time encourage
tile admission on motion rules
potential
D.C. practitioners
to,
point out that these statistics are
take 'the
bar' of their chosen'
deceiving.
The pass rate for
jurisdiction
so that an accurate
Pennsylvania is higher than that
prediction
can be made as to
for D.C. but it isn't necessarily
their qualification to practice law
because the D.C. exam is more
here. . Opponents concede that
difficult.
Rather
because so
while these are necessary and
many applicants choQse to take,
practical goals, the means used
another bar and waive In, the
to achieve
them
are overly
examination,
pool has shrunk
drastic.
,
,
dramatically.
Those who do take
The Committee has dealt with "
the D.C. bar are often times
'other
issues as well.
Among
repeat takers who have failed on
them is the double standard witfi
earlier attempts and who do not
respect
to ," the
Multi-state
score . well the second
.tim.e"
Professional Responsibility. Exam. .
around.
The effect of this IS
An applicant": who desires to'
circular.
Applicants
see. this
practice "in the District and who
lower pass rate and go elsewhere
chooses to, take the D.C. bar
and the pattern comes full circle. ,
must
also: take the
MPRE.
Il\addressing
. admission. on
However, Pennsylvania,.'~irginia
motion concerns, the Committee
and Maryland do not require the
asked two questions.
First,
MPRE. As the rule stands, those .. ;
should waive-in be allowed, at
individuals
taking, those', bars .
all? And second, if waive-in is,
which do not-require the MPRE ,
allowed should it rest on a"·
and' later'< waiving
into "the'
minimum MBE score andi£so
District need not take the exam.
what should that minimum score
, This is quite possibly_another
be?' 9n the first question.cthe
disadvantage, . as perceived ,by
Committee
has
unanimously
applicants, ',of
admiSSion' by
recommend jhat
admission .on
examination.
and"
presumably,
motion continue.
As:·to' the' , there are .students out there who
second issue however, unanimity
choose to, waive ini if for no'
is lacking. By majority vote,Ahe?
"other reason than that they don't.
Committee
recommend "that a
want to take the MPRE.
minimum MBE score be required."
This preliminary report of the'
While that minimum is currently,
D.C. Bar Admission Rules Study
133, the Committee recommends'
Committee was to be discussed
that it be raised to 1.45. Several,
and finalized on Friday, February
numbers were considered
and;
26 with a final presentation to be
according
to
David'
Isbell,
made to the D.C. Bar's Board of
Chairman of the Committee, on,
Governors,
at
its
March
8,
the final vote one member voted
meeting. Although it is uncertain,
for 140, one for ,150 and the
at this time what the final result
remaining members for 145.
of this investigation
will bel it
The committee chose the score
can safely be said that there IS a
of
145 based
on statistical
movement out" there to .tighten
analysis
of
MBE
scores
as
D.C. bar admission requirements '
compared
to
a
percentage
and that the movement is gaining
assurance
pass
rate,
Tfie
momentum.
'
mmi te I oked at th
ini
m
name of the slate t ey, con ro .
Let us' afford the American legal
From Page 7
system and its most enduring
defense.
Stripped of the logical
concepts
the
same' courtesy.
ability to reject bedrock, prinScholars and commentators
or
ciples, Kinsley finds it impossible
American
law should seek to
to swipe a small chunk out of"
expose the distorters like Mike
the grand edifice of the law.'
Deaver in order to mend and'
Instead, he is forced to opt for a '
preserve, the good
and
just
'bland criticism of the occasionalconcepts of our legal system. ' ,
:Iy dubious ethics of Washington
;Dig shots and influence peddlers
like Deaver Robert Grey, Lloyd
Cutler and t yn Nofziger. At the
;very least, some of these tenets
From Page12"
"
of legal thinking' might provide a
, sound logical framework that less'
the' ~howprog~~ssed.
.. .I was
, 'than ethical' souls can' 'twist, to
especially gratit led 'to ' see the
, justify: th.eir ,~ctions. Bu(so too
normally taciturn and timid Mark
Boyland come out of his shell.
'
has tlie .simple notion that life' is
, , With these thoughts on my,
sacred Inspued some to bomb',
mind, I, carefully repackage my
terrorize
or injure, others .,
abortion
clinics.
,,Rhetorical.
ego. I return it -- still deflated
invocations of freedom, justice '
but smelling more of grease, paint
and democracy
have been the
, than salt water-to the 'box,'
benediction for twentieth century'
, ; belonging
to'
that
glorious" '
warfare.
Certainly no one will
summer. ' It',had all been fun"
but. . ,
- . " ,,'
, '
condemn demqcracy or republican' .
government
Simply because, the
.~ " , Stash the suntan lotion
distasteful
,East German ComToto.
We're not in Ocean City'
mUQists invoke both in th~ very
" anymore,
,

. ,t ics (Cont'd)
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One.More (Cont'd)
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ensured.
Ethmcdlverslty
,
\\'0 nn PROCESSING, 'Resumes,
on. March 3, 9 and 23, 1988.
fall, students
" desirable. Excellent compensa-c, .. ; , ~'Beginningnext
proposals, legal research papers,
NLCalumnus Ellen T.Giam;lUzzi.J
will be allowed to apply up to SIX
;tion.
Contact
Dr.
Fugl~erat
the
. associate
'with
Crowell ' . ano ..
legal briefs; litigation documents,
.
hours
of
optional
creqit/no
credit
"Genetics
and IVF Inst1tut~,' .'
manuals and manuscrlpts.. 598-,
Moring,
is
heading
up this year's " ,
'courses
toward;
their
degrees.
, Fairfax, VA 22031., 698- 1355. '
event.
She is seeking as many"
~532.
Courses--. only" .offered. ' on ,.a
of the Law School. .These' shirts
students as possible to assist in" "
credit/no credit basis (i.e. clinics,
I\'ORD PROCESSING BY LEGAL
the fund drive effort.
are high quality .. "b~efy" t-s.hnts·
.internships; moot court) do, not,
.Those helping out will be
SECHETARY. I am located three
and have the Washmgto!J, D.C.
count In thIS total. "
',' "
treated to a dinner and reception. '
license
plate" logo,
wIth, of
blocks from campus. $1.75 per '
The new policy applies to all
'immediately before commencing
course, ' "GW LAW" as the plate ,
J.P. students. 'enrolled at the
Ila&c' $15.00 mimmu.m .. c.all 780~.
name.. Buy 'em for yourself,~for
calling.
Dinner. starts at 5:30
: National Law Center as of the
! 16118'. 240-4360, 960-685L.
p.m. and Ms. Giannuzzi anyour friends and relatives, ~or,'
fall, ,1988 semester;'.
Current,
,'pre-law
students.
Once agam,'
ticipates that the entire eventfYl'lST jWORD PROCESSOR
. second year full-time. and second'
'these shirts will be on sale
wil last until 9:00p.m.'
,'
i A\' AILABLE.
Twenty years
and third year part-time students
starting Monday," February 29th .
, George Calling IS part of the .
•L'xperience, con'{enie.ntto Metro.
should keep this in mind when'
,,:Just in time for Sprin Break!
(703) 938-6253. "....'
.
campus"'-wide fundralsing 'event.'
,
making credit/no credit decisions
this semer-:tp.r:"
'..,'
,
'.Generally"parents
. of current
CR NC Deadline : .. '
"GW LAW" Shirts are In!·
students WIll be called.,
George Calling for Money .'enrolled'
(since . they' know where.' the .',
i988,' is the'
APALSAls happy t.o ann~>unce ' '.~ , Friday: March
money 'is .not).' . Donors may ,
George Calling, ~the Ann\lal!
last day to. change a class from a . .Phone-J\that"GW LAW" t-ShlftS WIll be
specify' where they want·theIr
Thon
to'
help
raIse
All
sale starting on .Monday, .A. grade to, credit/no credit.
mone a lied .
•
money
for
the
NLC
will
be.
held
IonFebruary
credjt/no credit re uests should
29th on. the fust floor
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